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Abstract 
The mam purpose of my thesis is to establish an effective version of the 
Grunwald-Wang Theorem, which asserts that given a family of local char-
acters Xv of K~ of exponent m where v E S for a finite set S of primes of 
K, there exists a global character X of exponent m (unless some special case 
occurs, when it is 2m) whose component at v is Xv' The effectivity problem for 
this theorem is to bound the norm N(X) of the conductor of X in terms of K, 
m, Sand N(Xv) . This problem was encountered in 1995 in the work of Hoff-
stein and Ramakrishnan ([H-Ra95]), where they needed it in a particular case 
when K :J /-Lm AND m is a prime. In this thesis, we solve this problem com-
pletely, and show in the general case that N(X) is bounded by ATIvES N(Xv)B 
with A = (AoNsf1Isl. In the special cases when K :J /-Lm OR m is a prime, 
we can give a better bound for N(X) with A = AoNf2, where Ao, B, C1 and 
C2 are independent of S. The later bound improves the result of [H-Ra95]. 
We get an even more precise bound, namely N(X) ~ 4 TIpES NpN(Xp) , when 
K = Q and m = 2. 
In this thesis, we develop three different approaches, dealing with the 
quadratic extension case, the Kummer or the general i-extension case, and 
the general case respectively. In addition to class field theory, we use a reduc-
tion process to the unramified case and certain modified effective versions of 
the Chebotarev Density Theorem. Also, in the general case, we transport to 
this problem some techniques from Algebra involving essential subgroups and 
iii 
essential closures. 
To check the maximal range of our method, we also consider the problem 
with GRH, and get A = (Ao log Ns)coisl in the general case where Ao and 
Co are independent of S. When K = Q and m = 2, we do even better with 
A « (2ISllogNs)2. To get these results, we use yet another modification of 
the effective version of the Chebotarev Density Theorem (with GRH). 
These effective results have some interesting applications in concrete sit-
uations. To give a simple example, if we fix p and l, one gets a good least 
upper bound for N such that p is not an l- th power mod N. One also gets 
the least upper bound for N such that IT I ¢(N) and p is not an l- th power 
mod N. The table 3.1 describes the best least upper bound we get this way 
for quadratic Dirichlet characters on CIQ having desired local behavior at some 
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Introduction 
In 1933, W. Grunwald ([Gr33]) stated a striking theorem asserting that, given 
a number field K, a finite set S of places, and a family of characters Xv, v E S, 
of K:; of orders m v , there exists a global character X of finite order of K whose 
local components at v E S are Xv. Furthermore, the order of X is the least 
common multiple m of the m v , unless a special case occurs when it is 2m (cf. 
Theorem 0.2- 0.4). 
However, Grunwald's original statement and proof had a flaw, which oc-
cured when he discussed the special case. The gap was filled by Sh. Wang 
([Wa4S], [Wa50]), who also gave a precise criterion for the special case and 
showed that the order of X can be taken to be m under an additional con-
dition (see Chapter 10, [A -T68]). So this theorem is appropriately called 
the Grunwald- Wang theorem. For a detailed discussion of this theorem, see 
[Lo-R02000]. 
Given the local datum {Xv I v E S}, there are infinitely many global char-
acters X with local components Xv. They can be highly ramified in general. 
Indeed, some additional ramification has to be allowed as seen for example 
when all the Xv are unramified and K has class number 1. However, the nat-
ural question which arises is whether we can control the ramification of X in 
terms of K, S, m and the norms N(Xv) of the conductors of Xv for v in S. To 
be precise, one would like a bound on the norm N(X) of the conductor of X, 
viii 
of the form ATIvES (N(Xv))B for some constants A, B only depending on K, 
Sand m. 
This effectivity problem was encountered in 1995 in the work of J. Hoff-
stein and D. Ramakrishnan on Siegel zeros ([H-Ra95]), where they needed 
it in a particular case when K ~ /-lm and m a prime, bounding N (X) by 
TIvES (A + N(Xv))B. 
In this thesis, we solve this problem completely. In the general case, we 
bound N(X) by ATIvES (N(Xv))B, with A = (Ao· NS)C1Isl, where B, Ao and 
C1 depend only on K and m and Ns is the product of the norm of S. 
If K contains /-lm (Kummer case) or if m is a prime l (l-extension case), 
we get a bound of the form A TIvES (N(Xv))B with A = AoNf2 where B, Ao 
and C2 depend only on K and m. So our bound is stronger and more precise 
than the bound in [H-Ra95]. And if K = Q and m = 2, we can, by using a 
different method, even show that N(X) :s:: CNs TIvES N(Xv) for some constant 
C. For a precise statement of the theorems, see the next section. 
To understand the problem, let us look at the the simplest case, which 
occurs when K = Q, m = 2, with S = {p } or {p, 00 }, and XP unramified. A 
quadratic Dirichlet character XD, (D, p) = 1, is nontrivial at p if and only if 
p is inert in Q(v75), i.e., (~) = -1 if p =1= 2 and (~) = -1 if p = 2. It is 
nontrivial at 00 if and only if D < O. Thus this problem is exactly the one of 
finding a bound for the least non quadratic residue mod p. 
In this thesis we develop three different approaches dealing separately with 
lX 
the following cases: (i) Quadratic extensions over Q (Chapter 3), 
(iia) Kummer extensions with m arbitrary, (iib) Non-Kummer extensions with 
m a prime (Chapter 4), and (iii) the general case (Chapter 5). 
Let us begin with some things which will be used in some or all the ap-
proaches. 
By class field theory ([Lang70]), there is a natural surjective map from the 
set of characters X of order m to the set of cyclic extensions of degree m, 
with the fibers being of the form {X j 11 :S j :S m - 1, (j, m) = 1}. Thus the 
problem reduces to the construction of minimally ramified cyclic extensions 
with given local behavior. 
In cases (i), (iia) and (iib) we make a reduction to the"unramified" case, 
which means that in the given datum, all local characters are unramified. 
The main idea of this reduction process is to find a minimally ramified global 
character p, with the given local ramification behavior so that by twisting 
with this character, one eliminates the ramification at the given places. But 
the choice of p, is critical and we pick it carefully. In cases (i) and (iib) when 
K = Q, we choose at any prime p, a Dirichlet character p,(p) which is unramified 
outside p such that (p,(p») -\~; . XP is unramified and set jJ = I1PEs jJ(p) (See 
Lemma 3.5 and Proposition 1.7). In case (iia), since the characters of order 
m are given by K X / K xm, the problem reduces to finding u E OK of minimal 
norm with v(u) = v(uv ) for any v E S, where U v E OKv corresponds to XV' 
For more details, see below. Finally, we get a bound which is a product of an 
expression coming from the unramified case and a power of the product of the 
x 
norms of the conductors of the given local characters. 
In cases (i) and (iii), we use suitable effective versions of the Chebotarev 
Density Theorem. We need only the standard ones ([L-M-079], [KM94]) in 
case (i) while we need a modification (see Theorem 2- C, Chapter 2) in case 
(iii). This modified version of the Chebotarev Density Theorem for a Galois 
extension L/ K gives a least bound for a prime of K outside the given S which 
is unramified in L and does not split or corresponds to a certain conjugacy 
class under the Artin symbol. The main idea to prove this modified version 
is the same as the classical version in [L-077], [L-M-079], [KM94]. The only 
difference is to estimate a certain sum over the primes in S. For details, see 
Chapter 2. 
Let us briefly discuss the cases (i), (iia) and (iib) , and then describe in 
greater detail the difficult general case (iii). 
The approach in case (i) (Chapter 3), dealing with quadratic extensions 
of Q, is the following. After the reduction to the unramified case, we further 
reduce the problem to the construction of a minimally ramified quadratic ex-
tension Q( JD) over Q with given local behavior. Note that for any D not 
divisible by p, the restriction of XD to Q; is nontrivial iff (~) = -1 (resp. 
(~) = -1) when p =1= 2 (resp. p = 2). Thus by the quadratic reciprocity law 
of Gauss, each local condition corresponds a condition on (15) or the sign of 
D. Hence, the problem is then reduced to a question (Question Z in Chapter 
3, see Section 1.5) related to the Chebotarev Density Theorem for L/Q where 
L is the extension of Q( v=I) obtained by attaching vp for all p in S. We 
xi 
answer this question unconditionally with only elementary methods. 
The second approach deals with cases (iia) and (iib). In case (iia) , by the 
Kummer theory (see [Ne91], [Lang70], and also Chapter 1 below), we have 
a bijection between characters of exponent m and the elements of the field 
modulo m-th powers, and such bijection is compatible with localization. Thus 
one reduces the problem to finding abE OK with b _ bv (mod (K;))m (See 
Corollary 4.2). Reducing to the unramified case, where each bv is a unit in 
OKv ' the equations becomes b - bv mod lJv. So we can we apply an effective 
version of the Chinese Remainder Theorem (Theorem 4.1) which is stated 
and proved in this chapter. This method does not work in the general case. 
In case (ii b ), we lift the local characters to K v ( (l) x and proceed as in 
case (iia) , and then pull back the global character. More explicitly, let Xw = 
Xv 0 NKlw/Kv for W E 5, where 5 is the set of places of Kl = K((l) above S. 
First we find a global character X of Kl with the given localization by using 
(iia). We need to pull back X on CKl to X on CK through NKl/K . To do this 
we use (TIlT X 0 a)l/[Kl:KJ instead of X while a runs over Gal(Kd K). This is 
possible since [Kl : K] divides l - 1 which is prime to l. 
The third approach (Chapter 5) treats the general case. Without loss 
of generality, we may just consider the case when m = IT is a prime power. 
The idea for this case is complicated. In fact, we consider a stronger prob-
lem which comes from another formulation of the Grunwald-Wang Theorem. 
Given P = IT<pES K; "---+ lIK and subgroup Po ::; P with pm S;;; Po, there exists 
a standard open subgroup V of lIK such that VlI:KKx separates PIPo. i.e., 
xii 
P n VII'KKx ~ Po where n = m, or 2m if the special case occurs. The problem 
is to find a least bound of the norm of such V. To achieve this, we transport 
to this problem some techniques from Algebra involving essential subgroups 
and essential closures. 
To make our explanation understandable, let us discuss here only the generic 
case. One crucial step is that if 8' is a set of primes of K containing 8 such 
that #C1!(K,8') is not divisible by l, then VII'KKx = VII'KKs' = VII'KW for 
some subgroup W in K S' of finite rank which is computable (See Prop 5.8). 
If a set ~ of P 1. 8 is chosen such that for any representative a E W/WIT - 1, 
there is some p in ~ which does not have a lift splitting in K ( (IT, Ta) / K ( (IT), 
i. e., K v ( (IT,.yG,) -=J K v ((IT), or is inert in K ( (IT), then by Prop 5.6, the standard 
open subgroup Vc, corresponding to the cycle c which is the formal product of 
the primes in ~, separates II~ . W/II~. Thus take V = Vc n Vf where f is the 
conductor of Po in P (for definition, see Section 5.4). V is what we need. 
When a special case occurs, however, some changes in the statements and 
the proof are needed, but the main idea is the same. For a definition of the 
special case, see Chapter O. 
Now let us describe the contents of all the chapters. In the ensuing section, 
we will list out all the main results we get in this thesis. Chapter 0 consists of 
the background material for the Grunwald-Wang Theorem, and some notations 
which will be used in this thesis. Chapter 1 involves the preliminaries to 
the later chapters. Chapters 3, 4, 5 deal with and solve this problem in 
various cases via the three different approaches. Then Chapter 2 focuses on 
xiii 
the statement and the proof of a modified version of the Chebotarev Density 
Theorem. 
Finally, it may be of some interest to know how much better we can do in 
terms of finding the best possible constants A and B. To this end, we show 
(see Chapter 6) that if assumes GRR, one can get A = (Ao log N5 )co1 5 1 in 
the general case, where Ao and Co depend only on K and m. For case (i) , 
one can do even better with A < < (2 151 log N 5) 2 . To get these results, we use 
two S- versions of the Chebotarev Density Theorem (with GRR), proved in 




Here we state the main results of this thesis. First, we list out all the uncondi-
tional results. In fact, we solve the problem in general, and also find stronger 
bounds for various particular cases. 
We begin with an effective version in the quadratic case K Q and 
m=2. 
Theorem A. Let S be a finite set of primes of Q, Xp be either a quadratic 
charatcer or a trivial character of Q; for each pES. Then there exists a 
global quadratic character X with XIIQib' = XP such that 
N(X) ~ CNs II N(xp) 
pES 
C = 2 if 00 E S, C = 4 if 00 1- S, where Ns = TIpEsNp. 
This is Proposition 3.6. 
Theorem B. Let p be a rational prime and XP be a quadratic character on 
Q;. Then there exists a global quadratic character X on CIQi such that 
xv 
(ii) 
N(Xp)(p+3) ifp=l (mod 4); 
N(X) ~ 8N(Xp) if P - 3 (mod 4); 
ifp = 2. 
If we also require that X is even/odd, then condition (ii) is replaced by 
(ii') 
CN(Xp)(p+3) ifp-1 (mod 4); 
N(X) ~ 2CN(Xp)(p + 1) if P = 3 (mod 4); 
ifp = 2 
where C = 1 if X is even, and C = 2 if X is odd. 
This is Proposition 3.7. 
For a more precise result when S = {p} or {p, oo}, see Tables 3.1 and 3.2. 
Now we turn to the general Kummer case J-Lm C K. 
Theorem C. Let m ~ 1, K a number field which contains the group J-Lm ofm-
th roots of unity, S a finite set of finite primes of K, and Xv a local character 
of exponent m on K:; for each v E S. Then there exists a global character X 
on CK of exponent m with XIK,;' = Xv such that 
plm vES 
xvi 
where f2 = {Wl,W2,'" ,wnK } is an integral basis for K , nK:= [K: Q], 
nK 
B(O):= IT L la(wi)l, 
a:K'->C i=l 
Ns = DVES Npv, and Cl = rl(K) (resp. 1) if m = 2 (resp. m> 2). 
This is Theorem 4-A. 
For any finite set T of places of a number field K, we will write CeK,T for 
the T - class group of K (see the end of Section 0.1 for a precise definition). 
Here is another version in the Kummer case. 
Theorem D. Let S be a finite set of finite primes of K which contains J-Lm, 
where m is a positive integer greater than 1, Xv a local character of exponent m 
on K; for each v E S. Assume that S* is a finite set of finite primes disjoint 
from S, Sm = { v 1m} and Soo with CCK,s*USooU(Sm-S) = 1. Then there exists 
a global character X on CK of exponent m with XIK';< = Xv such that 
plm vES* vES,vj'm 
where B(O), Cl, Ns and nK are as defined in the previous theorem. 
This is Theorem 4- B. 
Next we get a precise result for the l-extension case, i.e., with m = l , an 
odd prime, and K arbitrary. 
Theorem E. Let S be a finite set of finite primes of K, and m = 1 is an odd 
rational prime, Xv a local character of exponent m on K; for each v E S. 




N(X) ~ ( 2nKd ). B(D,*) . NSn
Kd
2 
• II N(Xv) (1-1)nKd2 
vES 
an integral basis for K 1, and 
nKd 
B(D,*):= II L Ja(wi)J. 
u:K<->C i=1 
This is Theorem 4-C. 
Here is a more precise result for K = Q and m = 1 an odd prime. Note 
that this is not merely a corollary of Theorem E .. 
Theorem F . Let S be a finite set of finite primes of Q, and XP a local charac-
ter on Q; of exponent 1 for each pES while 1 is an odd rational prime. Then 
there exists a global character X on CIQ of exponent 1 with xJIQ~ = Xp such that 
N(X) ~ 2-(1-1)l21+1(l - 1)1-1 . N1- 1 . II N(Xp). 
pES,p=/=1 
This is Theorem 4-D. 
Here is the general case. Without loss of generality, we may assume that 
m is a prime power IT. 
Theorem G. Let K be a number field, m = IT a prime power, S a finite 
set of primes of K, XV a local character on K;; of exponent m for each v E 
S. Assume K((lr)/ K is cyclic, or the special case occurs with some specified 
condition holds. There is a global character X on CK of exponent m with 
XVlll 
XIK,;' = Xv such that 
N(X) ~ (dKl(r+1)nK NSI )C(r
w +1)I[K«!r):K] . II N(Xv) 
vES 
for some absolute, positive, effectively computable constant C where S' is a 
finite set of finite primes containing all the finite primes in S and satisfying 
l f # CfK,S/USoo ' and 
Here II (G) denotes the minimal cardinality of the generating set of the 
Sylow-l subgroup of G. For a more explicit version, see Chapter 5. 
Corollary H. Let m = lr a przme power, S a finite set of primes of Q, XP 
a local character on Q; of exponent m for each pES. There is a global 
character X on CQ of exponent m with xIQ; = XP such that 
N(X) ~ (zr+1NsJ )C(lsJI+1)tr+l . II N(xp) 
pES 
for some absolute, positive, effectively computable constant C where Sf consists 
of all the finite primes in S. 
Finally we turn to a result with GRH for the general case. 
Theorem I. Preserve all the hypothesis of Theorem G with the same rw and 
S', and assume GRH. Then There is a global character X on CK of exponent 
xix 
m with XIK; = Xv such that 
v 
for some absolute positive constant C', where 
E3 = [Kl : K]logNsl 
The following theorem provides a bound for m = 2 and K = Q assuming 
GRH, which is stronger than what is implied by the previous theorem. 
Theorem J. Let S be a finite set oj primes oJQ, XP a charatcer oj exponent 2 
oJQ; Jor each pES. Assuming GRH, there exists a global quadratic character 
N(X) « (2 lSl log2 NS)2 II N(xp). 
pES 
Besides these results, we also get three modified versions of the effective 
version of the Cheborarev Density Theorem (Theorem 6-A, 6-B and 2-C). 
The first one is a small improvement of Theorem 2.6 in [8e81]. 
1 
Chapter 0 Notations and Statement of the 
Problem 
0.1 Notations and Background 
Let K be a number field, v a place of K, and jJ the prime corresponding to v. 
In the non-Archimedean case, jJ has the natural meaning - a prime ideal of 
K. 
Let Kv or Kp denote t he completion of K at v (or jJ) , and let OK denote 
the ring of integers of K, where K is a local or global field (e.g. a number 
field). If K = lR or te, then OK = K. 
Let UK or O~ denote the group of invertible elements in OK. 
If K is an ultramedian local field , denote 7r a uniformizer, and jJ = (7r) the 
prime ideal of K. Also denote 
where vp is the valuation corresponding to jJ. If K = JR, denote jJ t he corre-
sponding infinite prime of K. Denote 
VI = ~o = JRx 
~1 = JR~ = {a E JR x I a ~ o} . 
2 
If K = e, then Vi = ex. 
In the above case, we use the notation Vpn where pn is a formal prime power 
which is called a cycle. Such Vpn is called the standard open subgroup (of the 
multiplicative group O~ of level n). Also we denote the unit group as the 
following: (Compare with the group of the invertibles.) 
UK 
UK = {±1} 
8 1 if K = e 
if K is non- Archimedean 
if K = lR 
If K is a global field (for example, a number field or a function field over a 
finite field), denote Ax as the ring of adeles of K, i.e., the restricted product 
of Kv reI. to Ov; IlK the ring of ideles of K, i.e., the restricted product of K{; 
reI. to Uv where Uv = UKv . i.e., 
= II'Kv 
and also we have 
IlK := {(Xv) I Xv E K{;, XV E O{; 
= II 'K{; 
for almost all primes v.} 
for almost all primes v. } 
K embeds into Ax, and K X embeds into IlK in a natural way: K <-+ Ax : 
a ---t ( • .. ,a, . .. ,a, . .. ), and K X <-+ IlK : a ---t ( ... ,a, ... ,a, . .. ). 
3 
Let CK = TIKI K X = the group of idele classes of K. 
Let c = n pnp denote a cycle, i.e., a formal product of primes. If p is real, 
nil = 0 or 1; if P is complex, nil = 0; if P is a finite prime, nil = 0,1, .... Note 
that nil is 0 for almost all p. 
An idele a = (av ) E TIK is said to be 1 modulo c, if the following hold: 
(1) av - 1( mod pnp) if pis non-Archimedean. This condition is equivalent 
(2) av ~ 0, if P is real and nil = 1. 
(3) av E O~v = O~ if nil = 0, for any case. 
Denote the above a = 1 (mod c). 
PutTIk = {a E TIK I a - 1 (mod c)}. NotethatTIk = {a E TIK I av E O~v }· 
Denote Vc = TIk the standard open subgroup ofTIK of the cycle c. Also denote 
the Ray idele class group of K of the cycle c. 
For a global field K, denote UK the unit group of K as before. 
UK : = { a E K X , a E O~v for all non-Archimedean v} 
J-l(K) := the group of roots of unity in K 
= {w E K X I wN = 1 for some N} 
A local character X on/of K X (sometime we say of K) where K is a local 
4 
field is a homomorphism: X : K X --t 8 1. 
A character X is said to be of exponent n if X factors through K X /(Kx)n --t 
f-ln(K) "------+ 8 1 "------+ <C X • If n is the smallest positive integer such that X factors 
through K X / K xn, we also say that X is of order n. (Denote here Ord X = n.) 
A global character X on/of OK (We also call such X a Grossencharacter on 
OK or on K.) is a continuous homomorphism: 
with K er X contains OK = Vc 0 K X / K X for some cycle c. (Note that OK form 
a basis of open neighborhood of 1 in OK .) Also, X is said to be of exponent n 
if X factors through OK/C'K --t f-ln(<C) "------+ 8 1 "------+ <C X • 
X is said to be of order n if such n is the minimal exponent of X. 
Also, the natural embedding K; --t IlK induces a natural embedding K; --t 
OK· 
Compose X with such embedding, we get XiK;' the local component X at v. 
Also we denote it xlv . 
The conductor fx of X is defined as the following: 
If X is a local character Xv on Kpx = K; where p is the corresponding 
prime. (It is a real ideal if v is non-Archimedean.) 
fx = pi where f is the minimal nonnegative integer satisfying U~l ~ K er x· 
In fact, if v is non-Archimedean, it means that Xv factors through K X /(1 + 
pi), and Xvl1+pf-1 is nontrivial. 
If v is complex, fx = 1. 
5 
If v is real, then fx = 1 or p, and it depends on the sign of X(-l). fx = 1 
iff X( -1) = 1; fx = P iff X( -1) = -1. 
Next, if X is a global character, then fx = c where c is the smallest cycle 
such that xlck = 1. i.e., Let X be the composition the natural map IlK ----* CK 
and X, Then c is the cycle such that xlvc = 1 and if xlv,! = 1 for some c'lc 
then c' = c. 
If fx = C = cinf cf where cinf is the infinite part of c and cf is the finite 
part of c, then we also call cf the finite conductor of X, which appears in the 
functional equation of L(s, X) . 
Theorem 0.1. If X is a global character, then the conductor of X is the prod-
uct of the conductor of its local components. z. e., 
v 
where Xv = xlv. 
Proof See [Lang70] or [Ne86]. o 
A local character X on K X is said to be unramified if fx = 1. A global 
character X is said to be unramified at v if xlv is unramified (otherwise we say 
it ramified), i.e., fx does not involve p - the corresponding prime to fV fV. 
Let p be a prime of K (local or global). Np is defined as (1) Np = [OK: p] 
if P is a finite prime of K; (2) Np = 2, if P is real. 
Remark: If K is a global field, v is non-Archimedean, p the corresponding 
prime ideal, then [OKv : pOKvl = [OK : PJ; thus (1) is compatible with 
localization. 
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If c = I1 pnp , then define the norm N c = I1(Np )np • 
The norm of the conductor of X (local or global) is denoted N(X) := N(fx). 
By the definition and Theorem 0.1, 
v v 
To end, let us explain the concept of aT-class group here. 
For any finite set T of places of a number field K, we will write C£KT , 
for the T-class group of K. It is well known that T-class group has two 
interpretations (see [Lang70] , [Ne91]). 
First, if T is a finite set of primes of K, the T- ideal class group C£K,T is 
defined as J K / JI PK where J K is the ideal group of K, .fk the subgroup of 
JK generated by all primes in T, and PK the subgroup of JK generated by all 
principal ideals of OK. It is clear that C£K,0 is exactly the class group of K , 
and as T gets larger, C£K,T shrinks. 
Furthermore, if T contains all infinite primes of K, then C£K,T is defined 
as lIK/lI'kKx, where TIk denotes the group of ideles Z with local component 
Zep E UK<p for r.p t/:. T. Also, it is clear that C£K,Soo is isomorphic to the class 
group of K, and that C£K,T shrinks as T gets larger, where Boo is the set 
consisting of all the infinite primes of K. 
The two definitions are compatible with each other since for any finite set 
of finite primes B, the first C£K,S is isomorphic to C£K,susoo defined in the 
second way. So we can define C£K,T, for arbitrary set T of primes of K, finite 
or infinite, using either definition. 
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0.2 The Grunwald-Wang Theorem and the Effective 
Version 
Here we state the main theorem - Grunwald's Theorem. This theorem was 
first stated and proved (not completely) by Grunwald. However, the proof 
appeared in [A-T68] was first due to Sh. Wang (see Chapter 10 of [A-T68], 
and [Wa50J). 
Theorem 0.2. Let S be a finite set of primes and {Xv, v E S} a set of local 
characters of K. (Xv on K;; for each v E S ) of exponent m. 
Then there exists a global character X on CK such that 
(a) xlv = Xv ' 
(b) X is of exponent m, unless the special case occurs (which we will define 
below), when such X be found of exponent 2m. 
Theorem 0.3 (Characterization of the special case). Let S be a finite 
set of primes of K, P(m, S) := {x E K X, x is an m-th power in K;; for all 
v tI: S}. 
Then P(m, S) = K xm except if the following conditions hold. (If they hold, 
we say that the special case of Wang occurs.) 
(a) K is a number field. 
(b) -1, ±(2 + 1]28) are nonsquares in K X where s is the integer such that 
1]28 E K X, 1]28+1 tI: KX. 
(c) m = 2tm', 2 f m', t ~ s, 
(d) So ~ S, where So := the set of primes <p12 such that -1, ±(2 + 1]28) are 
nonsquares in Kip' 
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In the special case, P(m,5) = K xm U aoK xm, where ao 
Notation: (n := a primitive n-th of root of unity. rJn := 2 Re (n = (n + (~ 
Theorem 0.2 and Theorem 0.3 are proved in [A-T68J. Also in Chapter 1, 
the sketch of proof will be contained. 
Remark. The simplest of the special case occurs when m 8, K Q , 
50 = {2}, 16 E P(m, 5), but 16 tf. Q~, ao = (2 + rJ4) 4 = 16. 
Theorem 0.4. Keep the notations as in Theorem 0.2 and Theorem 0.3. 
If the special case occurs, then such X can be found of exponent n 
lcm(IXvl) if 
II Xv(ao) = 1 
v ESo 
Otherwise, we can only reach the exponent 2n. 
Remark. The simplest of the special case for 50 = ¢ occurs when m = 8, K = 
Q( vI-7), ao = 16, and K((s) = K(../2, i)/ K collapses at 2 since vFf = iv1-7 
and -7 is a square in Q2. 
In [H-Ra95], Lemma 2.10 asserts that for K ~ Ml, where l - a rational 
prime, given 5 a finite set of finite primes, Xv, v E 5 global characters are 
given of exponent l. By Theorem 0.2 and Theorem 0.3, note that rJ2 = rJ4 = 0, 
the special case can't occur. So we can find a global character X satisfying 
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Theorem 0.2, X Il. And furthermore, we can find such X with 
N(X) :::; II (A + N(Xv))B 
vES 
where A, B depend on l, K and S. 
In fact, we will see in next chapters that such bound can be strengthened 
to the form 
N(X) :::; A(II N(Xv))B 
vES 
A depends on K, Sand l, and B depends on K and l. 
This is the simplest case of what we call an effective verSIOn of 
the Grunwald- Wang theorem. 
Of course, there is a natural way to generalize this theorem. One may ask 
how the bound will depend on the various parameters, when the condition 
that m is a prime or that (m E K is dropped. 
Problem I K is a number field, S, m given and {Xv, v E S} given as in 
Theorem 0.2. All notations are the same as in Theorem 0.2 and Theorem 
0.3. Find a (effective) bound for N(X) in terms of K, S, m and N(Xv) for a 
solution X in Theorem 0.2. 
Or, restating it . 
Problem I' K is a number field, S a finite set of primes, m a positive 
integer, and Xv a local character on K;; for each v E S. Assume that Xv are 
of exponent m, find a global character X which is a solution of the Grunwald-
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Wang Theorem, such that N(X) can be bounded by an effective expression in 
terms of K, S, N(Xv). 
Remark: Of course, Problem I also has an obvious analog when K is a 
function field over a finite field. 
By the local and global class field theory, there is a surjective map from the 
set of local characters on K:; (global characters on CK) of finite order, to the 
set of cyclic extensions of Kv (K) of finite order. Also there's a one-to-one 
corresponding between the set of open subgroups of K:; (CK ). 
Another version of the Grunwald- Wang theorem and the precise form is as 
follows. 
Theorem 0.5. S is a finite set of primes of K, and for each Kv for v E S, a 
local cyclic extension Lv/ Kv is given. [Lv: Kvllm. Then there exists a cyclic 
global field extension L / K such that 
(a) Lw/Kv, the localization of L/K at a prime w/v, is the same as Lv/Kv 
(Up to a Kv-isomorphism). 
(b) [L : Kl divides m, unless the special case occurs; if the special case 
occurs, we can find such L with the following 'ho" constraint: 
where 
Otherwise, we can only find L with [L : Kl = 2m. 
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Notation: If LI K is cyclic corresponding to a character X (local or global), 
then denote fIL/K = fix' 
Thus, we state the following problem: 
Problem II S, Lvi Kv are given above in Theorem 0.5. Find a global 
extension LI K satisfying Theorem 0.5 and find the least bound of N(fL/K) 





Remark 1: Such bound for Problem I or Problem II should exist, since for 
each local field Kv, K:;n is of finite index in K:;, thus the set of local characters 
on K :; of exponent m is finite. Thus the character family {Xv, v E S} is from 
a finitely many choice. For each choice of {Xv, v E S}, there is a solution X 
satisfying Theorem 0.2. Choose the maximal of such N(X) for X obtained 
through all choices of {Xv, v E S}. 
Remark 2: Problem I and Problem II are not equivalent unless #S = 1 or 
m = 2, and Theorem 0.2 and Theorem 0.5 are not equivalent unless #S = 1 
or m = 2. 
Here we introduce the notation BPI and BP2, the least bounds obtained 
from Problem I and Problem II. If an expression E is found for such bound, 
we write BPI ~ E or BP2 ~ E, respectively. 
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Chapter 1 Preliminaries 
1.1 Reciprocity Law and Properties 
First recall some important properties of characters of finite order both in the 
global and local settings. 
Let K"p be a local field, p be its maximal ideal, and assume that em E K"p, 
thus via the local class field theory, each subgroup of K"px of index M and expo-
nent m corresponds to an abelian extension of K"p of degree M and exponent 
m. Here, "exponent m" means that the Galois group of this abelian extension 
has exponent m. This correspondence is set up by the local reciprocity law. 
See [Ne86], [Ne91]. 
Consider a local field Lq = K"p( ~). By Kummer theory, NLq /KpL: = 
Consider the following reciprocity map <P"p: 
(*,b) b-----+ Xb,"p = P 
(*, L q / K"p) y'b 
y'b 
where (*~b) is the local Hilbert symbol, and Kt' = Hom(K; , j.L(K». 
By the local class field theory (See [A-T68], [Ne86] and [Ne91]), <I>"p induces 
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a homomorphism: 
[b] ----+ Xb,p 
Xb,p([a]) = Xb,p(a) = (a/) 
Proposition 1.1. <I>p is an isomorphism. 
o 
Proposition 1.2. Let X be a local character of exponent m of Kpx, 
(1) If P f m, then fx = 1 iff X is unramified, and fx = p iff X is ramified. 
Say X = Xb,p for some b E Kp Then fXb,p = 1 iff b E UKp • Kpxm, f Xb,p = p 
otherwise. 
(2) In general, if (m E Kp is NOT assumed, then fx I p>.p+l, where 
0, ifp fm 
[vp(m) + ;:~f] ifp 1m 
where p is the rational prime lying under p, and ep/ p is the ramification index 
ofp over p. 
In particular, if m = p'Yv and p f v, then Ap = [e p/ p (, + P~l)] when P I m. 
Remark. Here [xl denotes the integral part of x, i. e., the largest integer not 
exceeding x. 
Proof. 
(1) See Prop 3.4 and Lemma 5.3 in [Ne86] and [Ne91]. 
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(2) It suffices to show that: 
then y = 2:~=o (~)xO: converges, and ym = 1 + x. 
Since 
v m xO: = av (x) + V m m m m ((1..) ) (1..(1..+ 1)(1..+ 2) ... (1..+ a - 1)) PaP P a! 
00 
~ a[vp(x) - vp(m)]- L ~ vp(p) 
,,(=1 P 
= a(vp(x) - vp(m) - ep/p ) -t 0 
p-1 
as vp(x) - vp(m) - ;:.!~ is positive. Thus as a formal series, y = (1 + x)~ D 
Now we come to global characters. Let K be a number field with (m E K. 
Consider the following map: 
b -t Xb 
\.I C ()._ (a,K( Vb)/K) Vb 
va E K, Xb a . - mIL vb 
where (a, K( Vb)/ K) is the global reciprocity law symbol. 
The main assertion about the global characters is the following Proposition. 
Proposition 1.3. (The interconnection between the global and local 
reciprocity laws of exponent m) 
(1) <i> induces an isomorphism <I> between K X / K x m and the group of con-
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tinuous characters on CK of exponent m. 
(2) For bE K X , P a prime ideal of K, we have 
where Xb,jl = ( ~b) is the m-th power Hilbert symbol on Kjl. 
This is standard. See [Ne86] and [Neg1]. 
N ext, we consider Ap appeared in Prop 1. 2, and state and prove some 
results, which will be useful to us in the later chapters. 
Lemma 1.4. Let K be a number field, m an integer. {Here (m is not assumed 
to be in K.) 
(1) TIjl pAp divides TIplm p which in turn divides (m) TIp1m(P). 
(2) 
(3) For any global character X of exponent m, put fx = TIp pnp and Xv = xlv. 
Then, TIvlm fxv divides (m) TIp1m(p)2, and fx divides 
II p(m) II (p)2 II p. 
preal. plm jlfm, ram. 
Hence, 
N(X)?; {(m) !,!(P)'} OK "JL N(p). 
Proof. 
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(1) As Ap ~ vp(m) + 1, then (1) immediately holds. 
(2) Directly from (1). 
(3) From Proposition 1.2, we have 
ITfxv divides IT p1+Ap divides IT pl+vp(m)+ ep/ p 
v im plm plm 
divides {(m) II dIp } 
plm plm 
divides (m) . IT (p)2 
plm 
and 
IT f divides Xv IT p 
vfm, finite plm,xlp ram. 
using f = TIvfinite fv· TIprealP. 
Thus all assertions in (3) hold. Done. o 
The following corollary can be easily drawn from Lemma 1.4 and Proposi-
tion 1.2, together with the Kummer theory. 
Corollary 1.5. Assume that (m E K, K a number field, X = Xb, and (b) = 
TIp lmpnp(b). C, and bE OK\{O} , C being some cycle not involving those primes 
p 1m. 
Then 




where Cl is the cycle which is the formal product of all real primes in K, and 
Cl denotes the numbers of all real places v of K where Xv is ramified. 
Proof. 
Note that for p t m, xlp is ramified iff fXlp = p, iff mlvp (c). o 
1.2 l-extensions 
Next we want to say something about l-extensions, by which we mean cyclic 
field extensions of degree a prime number l. 
Assume that K is a number field, m = l, an odd rational prime, let X a 
global character of K of exponent l. Kl = K((l), and X = X 0 NKI/K. 
For each prime tower w/v in KdK, we have the following commutative 
diagram: 
such that: 
(KIt -----t cK! 
1 N(Kl)w / Kv 1 NKdK 
Kv -----t CK 
i.e., the localization commutes with the norm. 
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The following is easy but crucial. It will be used in the Chapter 4. 
Lemma 1.6. Let Xv = xlv, and Xw = Xv 0 N(Kl)w/Kv' Then xL = Xw and 
II f:~w I fxv' 
wlv 
equality holds if v t l. Hence, 
II N(Xw) I N(Xv)[Kl :Kl, 
wlv 
equality holds if v t l. Here, given a formal cycle c of product of finite primes 
in K, we identify it with the cycle represented by the ideal COKl in K 1 . 
Proof 
It suffices to show (2) by all the discussion above. 
For any a E 1 + h nV in K X where f = hnV f"v v Xv f"v ' 
Furthermore, if v t l, and w I v, then w t l, and Pv = fIwlv Pw since (K1)w/ Kv 
is unramified as Kl = K((t). 
And by Prop 1.2 fxv = 1 or Pv, and fxw = 1 or Pw ' 
Thus it suffices to show that Xw is unramified iff Xv is. 
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Due to the following diagram, 
1 NF1/(Kl)w 
(KIt ) 
N ( Kl)w / Kv 
By the global reciprocity law, say Xv corresponds to F / Kv for some cyclic 
extension field F, and FI = F((z) thus by the functorality and lemma 1.6, 
Fd KIw is the field extension corresponding to Xw. 
Note that l t [(KI)w : KvJ and [F : KvJ and [FI : KIwJ are 1 or l, thus they 
are equal. And also, Fd KIw is unramified if F / Kv is unramified; Fd KIw is 
totally ramified if F / Kv is totally ramified. 
Thus (2) is true. 
For (3), although we have identified the cycles of K with the corresponding 
ones in Kl in the sense of Lemma 1.6, the norms mean different. They differ 
by a factor of [K 1 : KJ at the power index. o 
More details will be discussed in later parts. 
We conclude this section by the following proposition which is a direct 
consequence of the decomposition IIIQ = QX x ~+ x TIp UlQp. See [Lang70], 
[Ne91], [Ra-Va97J. 
Proposition 1.7. Let p be a rational prime and Xp a given local character on 
Q;. Then there exists a global character X of CIQ of the order dividing that of 
XP satisfying the following: 
(1) X is unramified at all rational primes q =I- p, 
(2) X\p\uQp = xpluQp. i. e. , X;I . X\p is unramified. 
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o 
1.3 Local and Global m-th Powers 
In this part we discuss the local and global m··th powers and the interconnec-
tion between them. More importantly, we go through a proof of the Grunwald-
Wang Theorem, because we will later need to use both the notations and some 
ideas in the proof. 
Recall that for any finite set S of primes of K, e.eK,s denotes the S-class 
group of K. 
For each number field K, and S some set of finite primes in K, we introduce 
the following notations. 
I'i«m, S) = J*(m, S) 
:= {c E TIK , v<p(ccp) is divisible by m for all <p tj; S} 
IK(m, S) = I(m, S) 
:= { C E TIK , Ccp E K;m for all <p tj; S} 
P*(m, S) = J*(m, S) n K X 
:= { a E K X , vcp(a) is divisible by m for all <p tj; S} 
P(m, S) = I(m, S) n K X 
:= { a E K X , a E K;m for all <p tj; S} 
Lemma 1.8. If e£K,S = 1, i.e., TIK = TI'k . K X , then P*(m, S) = KS . Kxm. 
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Remark. K S denotes the set of S-units of K. 
Proof See [Lang70] or [Ne86]. o 
Proposition 1.9. Let K be a number field and S a finite set of primes, 
P(m,S) defined as above. Thus P(m,S) = K xm if K((2t)/K is cyclic, where 
m = 2tm' where m' is an odd integer. In general, P(m, S) ~ K xm/2. 
Proof We proceed this into several steps. 
Also see the Chapter 9 and 10 in [A-T68]. 
Step 1. Reduce to the prime power case 
If we know that Proposition 1.9 is true when m a prime power, then 
P(m, S) = n P(pQ, S) 
palm 
n K XP'" n P(2t, S) 
p"'lm,p,.e2 
If K ((2t ) / K is cyclic, then 
else 
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Here we used a fact that if (a, b) = 1 for a, b positive integers, then K X a n 
In fact, say ua + vb = 1, u, v E Z then if x E K x a n K xb then x = xua+vb E 
Remark: In fact 
[P(m, S) : K xm] = [K xm' n P(2t, S) : K xm] 
= [P(2t,S): K x2t ] 
m' 2t by the following lemma and that K X • K X = K X. 
Lemma 1.10. Let H ~ G ~ W be abelian groups, C ~ W another subgroup. 
Then [CnG: CnH] divides [G: H] . In fact, [G: H] = [GC: HC]· [cnG: 
C n H]. Then [G : H] = [C n G : C n H] iff GC = H C. 
Proof. 
[G : C n G] = [GC : C] = [GC : HC][HC : C] = [GC : HC][H : C n H] 
Thus 
[G: H] = [GC: HC] · [CnG: Cn H] 
o 
Continuation of the Proof of Prop 1.9. 
Step 2: Kummer case, m = pT , and (m E K 
Assume that (pT E K, need to show that P(m, S) = KXpT. 
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Va E P(m, S) , a E K;m for any <p E S. Thus the Kummer extension 
K( p;,ja)/K collapses completely outside S, i.e., K<p( P;,ja)/K<p is a trivial ex-
tension. Thus by Theorem 5.2 in [A-T68] or Corollary 3.9 in [Ne86] which 
asserts that a Galois extension is trivial if all but finite primes split completely. 
We conclude that K ( P;,ja) / K is also trivial. i.e., a E KX pT. 
Step 3: K ( (pT ) / K is cyclic of the degree of a prime power. m = pr 
Note that if p is an odd prime, then K((pT )/ K is cyclic. 
For each a E P(m, S), let SI = {<p/l<p E S, <pI primes in K l }, thus a E 
K;m E K((pT );,PT for <pI I <p, <pI tJ- SI. 
Thus by step 2, we may assume that a = 130m , {3o E K((pT)X, {3i = {30(pTi. 
Thus K ({3i) / K is a sub extension of K ((pT ) / K. Since K ((pT ) / K is cyclic of 
degree of p power, then all sub extensions can be totally ordered by inclusion. 
If a tJ- K xm then (3i tJ- K, then select a minimal sub extension K({3io)/ K which 
is contained in K({3i)/ K for other K. 
Note that <p tJ- S splits completely in K ({3i) / K for some i since a = (3i, thus 
<p tJ- S splits completely in K({3io)/K. 
By Theorem 5.2 in [A-T68] we just mentioned, K({3io) 
contradicts the assumption that a = (3io m tJ- KX m. 
Step 4. m = pr, p is odd 
Vx E P(m, S), let Kl = K((p), SI = { <pI I <p E S, <pI primes of K l .}, thus 
\..J I d SI I I K xm C K x m v<p 'F ,<p <p, x E <p = l<p' . 
Note that Kl ((pT) / Kl is cyclic of degree of power of p, from the last step, 
x E K l
xm, thus x = ym for some y E Klx. 
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Let ,X = [Kl : Kli P - 1, then 
Note that (,x, m) = ('x,pT) = 1 as ,x I p - 1, we get x E K xm. 
Step 5. m = 2t , K((m)/ K is cyclic 
K((2t)/K is cyclic of degree dividing 2t - 1 ; thus from the step 3, the propo-
sition is true in this case. 
Step 6. m = 2\ t ~ 3, then P(m, S) ~ Kxm/2 
Note that K ((4) / K = K ( vi=1) / K is cyclic. Thus if K ((2t) / K is not cyclic, 
t ~ 3. 
Now we prove that P(m, S) ~ Kxm/2. In fact, let Kl = K( vi=1), 8 = 
{1jJ I i.p, IjJ primes of K 1 }. VIjJ E 8, IjJ I i.p, x E K;m C Kli,m. 
Note that K1((2t)/K1 is cyclic. Thus by the step 5, x E Klx2t. 
Say x = y2t , for some y E Kl = K(vi=1) , thus 
Hence x = ±y2t-l. If x = _y2t- 1 , then -x E K;4 for all i.p tI. S as t ~ 3, then 
-1 E K;4 for all i.p tI. S. Thus by the step 5, -1 E K x4 , thus ±vi=1 E K x2 , 
thus Kl = K( FI)/ K, thus x E Kxm. 
Combining up the last 6 steps, we get the proposition. o 
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Proposition 1.11 (Description of the special case). If K zs a number 
field, K (2t) / K is not cyclic. m = 2tm', 2 t m' 
Here 
ao = (1 + (28 ) m 
= (2+7]28)m/2 = (v=I(2+7]2.))m/2 
where s is the integer such that 7]28 E K and 7]2.+1 t/:. K. 
Then 
(2) If -(2 + 7]2' ) is a nonsquare in KX . 
Let 
So := {'P12, -1, ±(2 + 7]2') are nonsquares in K;} 
then P(m, S) = K xm if So ~ S; 
P(m, S) = K xm u* aoKxm if So ~ S. 
(3) If -(2 + 7]2') is a square in KX then ao = (1 + (28)m E Kxm. 
Remark: Here we explain why Prop 1.9 and Prop 1.11 lead to Theorem 0.3. 
Note that if K ((2t ) / K is not cyclic, then we rule out the possibility that K is 
a function field. Also -1 is not a square of K since Gal (K ( (2t ) / K ( .J=I)) is 
a subgroup of Gal(Q((2t )/Q(.J=I)) which is cyclic. Here ±.J=I
2 = -1. 
Also 2 + 7]28 = (±7]28+1 )2, and 7]2.+1 t/:. K X , thus 2 + 7]2' is not a square. 
Also t ~ 3 since K( (2T) / K is cyclic if t ~ 3. 
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Also check that 
= [±(2 + 7]28 )]m/2 
Thus all assertions can be easily deduced from these two propositions. 
Proof of Proposition 1.11. 
Let Kl = K(yCT) = K(yCT), then K1((2t)/K1 is cyclic. By the remark 
8/ m and t ~ 3. 
Thus by Prop l.9, 
\Ix E P(m, S), say x = y2t, Y E K 1 . 
Let (/ be the nontrivial element of Gal(Kd K) , i.e. , the nontrivial automor-
2t 
phism of K 1 , then x = {/(y) . 
Thus 
r -r (/(y) (y) (r r) 
':,2t = -y- = {/ {/(y) = {/ ':,2t 
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Let r = 2t - A . I" for some integer A and some odd integer 1". 
Say I"A + 2t B = 1 for some integer A and B, thus (2t -r A = (J (2t rA ) . 
However, 
and 
By the assumption of s, A ~ s. 
Thus 
for some 1"0. 
Note that 
Thus (J(1 + (2") = 1 + (28 - 1 
Y - r 110 
(J(Y) - ':.2" 
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and 
Thus let y' = y / (1 + (28 )",0 E K 1 . 
Check that 
y'/a(y') = y/a(y) / ([1+(28 ]/[1 + (2s - 1 j)J-L0 = 1 
Thus y' E K. 
Thus x = (1 + (28)2t J-L0 E K x 2t. 
Note that 
and 
( ) m ( )2tm' ( )2
t
-
1m' ~=1+~ = 1+~ =2+~ 
Thus 
m' As x and ao E K X • 
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Thus 
Thus (1) holds. 
Now Prove (2). 
If -(2 + T}s) is a nonsquare in KX, i.e, ±yCIT}28+1 1:. K, we have that 
F = K((2s+1) = K( yCI, T}28+1) over K a four-group sub extension of K((2t)1 K. 
Thus by the definition of So, F I K collapses at !.p iff !.p 1:. So since -1 = 
yCI2, (±T}28+1)2 = 2 + T}2' and (±yCIT}2.+1)2 = -(2 + 172'). 
Note that if yCI E K; then (28 E Q(T}28 , yCI) c K;. Thus if FI K 
Next, we will prove that ao 1:. K;m for !.p E So. 
Assume that 
K xm ao E 'P 
2t-l 




each r, thus it is abelian. 
Since F / K does not collapse at rp as rp E So, thus neither does K( (2t) / K. 
Thus for each r, if br is not in K X , then K(br)/ K will not collapse at rp, thus 
br E K;. Thus by the assumption (*) we claim that one of the br should be 
in K X. 
Thus for some r 
Thus 
As 2 + "l2S E K X , thus (2t2r+2t-sm' E K. 
Since V=I ~ K we have (22r'+2t- sm' = ±l,then ±(2 + "l2s)m' E K x2, thus 
±(2+"l2s) E Kx2, which contradicts the assumption of (2) stated in Prop 1.9. 
So (*) is not true. 
Given S, let P = TIcpES K ; and endow it with the product topology, thus 
via the natural embedding K; '--+ IlK and K; '--+ CK , we get the two injective 
homomorphisms: P '--+ IlK and P'--+ CK. 
Throughout this part and Chapter 5, P be the image of P in CK VIa 
the natural map. Note that the natural map P ---> P '--+ CK is continuous, 
but in general not a homeomorphism unless #S = 1. See [A-T68], [Lang70], 
[Ra-Va97]. 
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1.4 Local and Global m-th Powers (II) 
A problem arises: how can we characterize open subgroups of P of finite index? 
Proposition 1.12. Let Po c P <---+ CK be a subgroup with its pre-image Po 
via the natural map P ---t P <---+ CK . 
Then Po is open in P of finite index iff Po is open in P of finite index, 
i.e., if [P : Pol < 00, Po is open in P. 
Remark. Since P ---t P <---+ CK is continuous, then "Po open in P" implies 
"Po is open P" . The converse is not true in general, but [P : Pol < 00 implies 
that Po is open in P of finite index, as K~m is open in K~ for all cp and m. 
Proof Assume that [P: Pol < 00 need to show that Po is open P. 
Note that Po :2 p[P:Pol , and pn is of finite index in P. Thus it suffices to 
show that pn is open in P as Po is the union of some cosets of pn. Since any 
closed subgroup of a topological group of finite index is open, it suffices to 
show that pn is closed in P. 
We claim that pn contains P n CK 2n . Since CJ( is closed in CK thus 
P n cK 2n is closed in P. Also, the index of P n CK 2n in P is less than or equal 
to the one of p2n in P which is finite as P n CK 2n :2 p 2n, thus P n CK 2n is 
open in P, thus so is pn in P. Done. 
Now we prove the claim. In fact, for any [xl E P n CK 2n for some x E lIK 
while (x)'f' = 1 for cp t/:- S. Thus for some b E K X , b-1x E lIK
2n
, thus b-1 E 
K~2n for all cp t/:- S, thus by Proposition 1.9. b-1 E K x n , thus x E 1I'K and 
[xl E pn. o 
Proposition 1.13. (1): P n CK n = pn unless we're in the special case . 
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Let a(; be the idele class represented by the idele: ao at tp E So, and 1 outside. 
Then if the special case occur, P n CKn = pn U aopn, where ao = (2 + 7]2' )m/2 
and s is the largest integer such that 'r/28 E K. 
(2): CKn is closed in CK. 
Proof First prove (1). 
Abuse the notation. Also denote P the image of P in IlK. If X E pnKxII:K. 
Say x = azn where z E IlK and a E K X. Thus a E Pen, S) = K xn unless the 
special case occurs, whence a E P( n, S) = KX n U aoKx n. Note that ao E K ; n 
for all tp tJ. So from Proposition 1.11, we prove (1). 
(2) (Also see [A-T68], [Ra-Va97] and [Ne86]). Let S* be sufficiently large 
containing all infinite primes such that C.eK,s- = 1. 
IlK,T is open in IlK for each T, thus it suffices to show that 
thus a . (i)cp n E UKcp for tp tJ. T, thus n I vcp(a) where Vcp be the valuation 
corresponding to tp. 
v'f'(a) 
Let (3 = Ilcp~T tp n ,since C.eK,T = 1 then 
a E JK,T such that aj3 is principal. 
Say aj3 = b), and let a/ = a .,-n. 
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Check that v<p(a') = 0 for <p tJ. T. Thus a/ E KT and i' = ,i E TIK,T, thus 
KXTIx n TIK,T = KTTIK,Tn. 
Note that TIK,Tn is closed in TIK,T, and KT : K Tn is finite, 
thus [KTTIK,Tn : (KTtTIK,Tn = TIK,Tn] < 00 , thus KT . TIK,Tn is also closed in 
TIK,T, Done. o 
Remark: KT denote the set of T-units in KX. i.e, the set of elements in KT 
which is a unit in K<p outside T. 
The next thing is as follows: Say PnCn £;; Po, can we find an open subgroup 
V in C = CK such that V:2 cn and P n V = Po. 
Similar to the case of global characters, we can also introduce the conception 
of a conductor an open subgroup of CK. 
Let V be any open subgroup of Ck. Define fv the least cycle m such that 
CJ( £;; V. 
Definition W a topological abelian group, H ~ G ~ W is a tower of subgroups 
ofW. 
We say that an open subgroup V (of e-which is the identity element of 
W) separates G/ H iff G n V ~ H. 
Remark. It's easy to show that: if G n V c;: H then G n V H = H. 
Lemma 1.14. H ~ G open subgroup, G c;: W abelian, wn ::::;: H, then the 
following are equivalent: 
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(a) .:J an open subgroup V such that G n wnv ~ H. 
(b) .:J an open subgroup V such that GWn n V C HWn H, z.e., V 
separates GWn / H. 
(c) .:J an open subgroup VH such that VH ~ HWn and G n VH = H. 
Proof 
(a) =} (b): If G n wnv ~ H, then \:Ix E GWn n V, say x = gwn where 
g E G, w E W, then g = xw-n E vwn n G ~ H, then x E HWn = H. 
(b) =} (a): If GWn n V ~ Hwn. Let g E G n WnV, g = w-nv for 
some v E V and w E W, thus v = gwn E V n GWn ~ HWn E H, thus 
g E HWn = H. 
( a) {:} (c): See the remark above. o 
From Lemma 1.14, to prove that there is a open subgroup V in C = CK 
such that V ~ Cn and P n V = Po while P / Po is of exponent n, it suffices to 
find a open subgroup V of CK such that pcn n V C PoCn, i.e., V separates 
pcn / PoCn. If V separates pcn / PoCn, then V Cn separates P / Po and V Cn 
contains Cn . 
Since [Pcn : PoCn] I [P : Po] is finite, thus PoCn is open in pcn if it is 
closed. 
Lemma 1.15. (1) PoCn is closed thus open in pcn where n is an arbitrary 
positive integer. 
(2) C / Cn is compact. 
Proof From Prop 1.13, Cn is closed in C. Consider the following natural 
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homomorphism: 
Of course \{1 is continuous, and is a group homomorphism. 
Note that pn c Cn then \{1 factors through 
Note that 




1 or'll/2'll, if 'P is real. 
1, if 'P is complex. 
'llln'll x UK,)Uj';';, if'P is non-Archimedean. 
The image of popn I pn in C I Cn is PoCn I Cn. Of course, popn is open and 
closed in P thus polm I pn is open and closed in P / pn. 
By the compactness of PI pn we get that PoCn ICn is open and closed in 
Furthermore, 
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and e1 which consists of elements of norm 1 in eK is compact (see [Ra-Vag7]). 
o 
The following proposition and lemma will lead to a proof of the Grunwald-
Wang theorem. In fact, if PI Po is cyclic and there is an open subgroup V such 
that P n V = Po and V :::) en, then we get agIo bal character on PV I Po V 
which can be extended to a character of the same order on e I Po V which is 
finite. 
Proposition 1.16. (the Grunwald-Wang Theorem, a "pre-formal" 
version) 
(1) Let P be the canonical image ofTIvEs K~ in eK with a subgroup Po such 
that P n en c Po, Then there exists an open subgroup No of e containing en 
such that 
PNolNo ~ PIPo = PIPn No 
(2) If PI Po is cyclic of order m, then there exists an open subgroup N such 
that e I N is cyclic of order m and P n No = Po, unless the special case occurs. 
If the special case occurs, and Po ~ P n em then C IN can be made of order 
m otherwise e I N is of order 2m. 
Recall Theorem 0.3 for the definition of the special case. 
Lemma 1.17. Let H ~ e be a subgroup of finite index and e an abelian 
group, XH a character of H of exponent n, and K er XH ~ en. Then XH can 
be extended to a character XG on e of exponent n. 
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Proof. Using the induction, we may assume that G j H is cyclic of a prime 
order, since in general, any subgroup tower of an abelian group is contained 
in a tower in which any two consecutive terms have their factor group cyclic 
of prime order. 
Assume K er XH 1 without loss of generation since K er XH IS also a 
normal subgroup of G. 
Thus H ~ ZjaZ where a I n, and G is of exponent n. Say #[G : H] = P 
for some prime number pin. 
If H has a complement N, i.e., G = H Nand H n N = 1, thus define XG 
as the following way: 
XG(hn) = XH(h) for h E Hand n E N. 
Thus KerXG = Nand XGIH = XH. Thus XG is what we need. 
So we complete the cases when H has a complement. 
If H has no complement, by the structure theory of abelian groups of finite 
order, the Sylow p-subgroup W of G which is also abelian should be cyclic. 
In fact, say a = pC<u where p t u, if W is not cyclic, then W must be of type 
(pC<, p), and W n H must have a complement Y which is a p group, and thus 
Y is a complement of H in G. 
Note that G = W x M for some cyclic group Min H of order u, W is cyclic 
of order pc<+1 and H = (W n H) x M, thus it is easy to extend XH to XG of 
order ap = #G as G is cyclic, while G is of exponent n. 
Done. o 
Proof of Proposition 1.16. 
(1) From Lemma 1.15, PoCn is open and closed in pcn. 
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Assume that V separates pcn I PoCn, i.e., pcn n V ~ PoCn. 
Then P n No = P n PoCnV ~ PoCn(P n V) = PoCn. 
Then PnNo ~ pnPocn ~ po(pnCn) ~ Po. 
Then P n No = Po as Po c PoCnv. 
Thus PNolNo ~ PIP n No = PI Po· 
(2) n = m, or 2m is the special case occurs and P n Cm ~ Po. We have 
P n C n C Po from Prop 1.13. Applying (1), we find such No and note that 
c I No is of exponent n. Apply Lemma 1.17 and extend the character on 
P Nol No rv PI Po to c I No of exponent n, and let N be the kernel of such 
character, then N is what we need. Done. o 
1.5 Quadratic Characters 
This part is a preliminary part for Chapter 3. Here we list some well lemmas. 
As Q ~ f.12 = {±1 }, each quadratic extension over Q should be a Kummer 
extension. 
Lemma 1.18. Let L = Q( Jd) be a quadratic extension for some square free 
integer d, then we have 
if d = 2,3 (mod 4); 
if d = 1 (mod 4). 
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Furthermore, 
4d, if d = 2,3 (mod 4); 
d, if d = 1 (mod 4). 
Proposition 1.19. (Characterization of the local quadratic extension 
over Qp or lR) 
Let K = Qp or lR a local field of Q, and L j K a quadratic extension. Then 
(i) If K = lR then L = C. 
(ii) If p =1= 2 and K = Qp, then either 
( a) L j K is unramified, L = K ( .Jc), C E UQp is not a square; or 
(b) Lj K is ramified, L = K(yp); or 
( c) L j K is unramified, L = K ( .;pc) , C E UQp is not a square. 
(iii) If p = 2, K = Q2 then 
(a) Lj K is un ramified, L = K( y5); or 
(b) Lj K is ramified, L = K( v0.), ). = ±2, -1, -5, ±10. 
Remark. See Lemma 1.21. 
Proposition 1.20. If L = Q( Vd), d a square free integer, then 
(i) 00 ramifies iff d < O. 
(ii) Pi- 2, a rational prime, ramifies iff p I d. 
If p I d, and Q is a square mod p, then case is (ii) (b) in the last proposition; 
p 
If p I d, and Q is not a square mod p, then the case is (ii) (c). 
p 
If p t d, then if d is not a square mod p, then the case is (ii)(a) and p is 
inert; If d is a square mod p then p splits. 
(iii) p = 2, ramifies iff d - 2,3 (mod 4); 
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If d - 1 (mod 8) then 2 splits, if d - 5 (mod 8) then 2 is inert. 
Lemma 1.21. Let XK,d denote the local or global quadratic character, corre-
sponding to K ( Vd) / K, where the character is local if K is a local field, global 
if K is a global field. 
Then 
XK,d·d' = XK,d . XK,d' 
Z. e., 




)/\ -* {±1}, if K is global 
is a continuous homomorphism. 
Remark: Proof of Prop 1.20 and Lemma 1.21 can be found in many text-
books, for example in [Lang70], [Ne86], [Ne91] 
Proof of Prop 1.19. 
(i) is clear. We will prove (ii) and (iii) because we will need the explicit 
statements later. 
(ii) Let p be an odd prime. 
If L / K is unramified, then L = K (y'c) for some c E UQp ' where c is a 
non-square. 
Note that if C1 and C2 are two non-squares in UQp ' then C1C2 -1 is a square, 
then 
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If L / K is ramified, then the corresponding character X is not trivial on UQp . 
Note that XQ,p is not trivial on UQp ' and furthermore, 
(1 + p'llp)2 = 1 + p'llp for p odd, thus X and XQp,p factor through UQp / 1 + 
p'llp S:! ('ll/p'llr thus they both agree with quadratic symbol on ('ll/p'll) x. 
thus X = XQp,p or XQp,p . XQp,c = XQp,pc for some nonsquare c in UQp . 
(iii) X E (Q~ /Q~2('. 
Note that Q~ /Q~2 rv ('ll/2'll) 3, 
and XQ2,-1, XQ2,2 and XQ2,5 are "linearly independent" in (Q~ /Q~2(', and 
2 1\ 
also they generate (Q~ /Q~ ) . 
In fact, we have the following: 
X Q2,-1 (5) = 1 XQ2 ,-1 (2) = 1 
o 
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Chapter 2 A modified Version of the 
Chebotarev Density Theorem 
In this chapter, we will prove an S-effective analog of the result in [L-M-079J. 
By class field theory, idele class characters X of finite order correspond in a 
canonical way to characters of Gal (k / K) of finite order. By abuse of notation, 
we will still use the letter X to denote this Galois character. Moreover, there 
is a canonically associated finite abelian extension L / K such that the kernel 
of X as an idele class character is the norm from CL . 
Throughout this section, for any number field L, dL denotes the discrim-
inant of L, and dL / K denotes the relative discriminant of L over a subfield 
K. 
Theorem 2-C. Let L/ K be a Galois extension of number fields of degree n, 
S a finite set of primes of K, and C a conjugacy class in Gal(L/ K). Then 
there is a prime idealp of K such that (1) p is unramified in L, and p is of 
degree 1 over Q. (2) P tJ- S. (3) 
(L~K) = C 
(4) 
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where € is any positive number, A2 (€) is some constant only depending on €. 
C = 1 if (L has no exceptional zero, C = 3/2 otherwise. 
An exceptional zero of (L ( s) is a real zero near s 
Lemma 2.3. 
1. For details, see 
We note that by Stark ([Stk74]), there is no exceptional zero if the Galois 
closure L of Lover Q contains no quadratic extension, in particular, when 
[L : QJ is odd. 
This theorem gives a strengthening of Theorem 1.1 in [L-M-079J. The 
difference is the presence of condition (2) in our result. The basic method is 
as in [L-M-079]; however, there are some delicate points to be resolved. We 
will accomplish this in Section 2.3 after some preliminaries in Sections 2.1 
and 2.2. 
In Chapter 6, (see Section 6.1) , we also give such S- versions of two distinct 
results of this kind under GRH. But note that this is not the case for Theorem 
2-C above, and indeed, every result till the end of Chapter 5 is unconditional. 
2.1 Some Estimations, Preparations for the Main Ar-
gument 
In this section, we will describe several things we plan to use in our proof. 
First · we introduce two kernel functions used in the classical analytic 
method, which was also used by Lagarias, Odlyzko, Montgomery and K. Murty 
(cf. [L-077], [L-M-079], [KM94J and [Se81]). The use of these two different 
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kernel functions is related to the Explicit formulas of A.P. Guinand ([Gu48]) 
and A. Weil ([We52]). 
Let 
( 
s-l S-1)2 Y - X 
k1(S) = k1(s;x,y) = s-l 
Thus 
k1(1) = (log~) 2 
k2(1) = x2 
For each smooth function k(s), denote k(u) the inverse Mellin transform, 
defined as 
A 1 l a+ioo k(u) = -. k(s)u-Sds 
21f1, a-iCXJ 
where a is a sufficiently large number. 
Thus for a > 1, we have 
~ log ~ if x 2 :::; u :::; xy. 
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Note that for each j and u, kj(u) ~ 0, and for large u, kj(u) is small. 
Lemma 2.1. (1) Let ~R denote the summation over the prime ideals of K 
that ramify in L, then 
(2) Let ~s denote the summation over the prime ideals of K in S, then 
(3) Let ~p denote the summation over the pairs (p, m) for which Npm is 
not a rational prime, then 
(4) 
L:R log(NP)k2(Npm) «nKx7/ 4 
jJ 
where b is any positive number. 
Proof. 
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For (1), see Lemma 3.1 in [L-M-079]. For (2), the proof is almost the same 
as (1) except that we need to estimate LSlog(Np) instead of LRlog(Np). 
For (3), see Lemma 3.2 in [L-M-079]. However, a step in the original proof 
of the first estimation of that lemma needs to be slightly corrected as follows. 
Use the fact that the number of pairs (p, m) such that Npm = q is at most 
nK, and get 
Y 1 
«nK(log - ) (log Y)-l -
x x ogx 
where the last bound uses the prime number theorem. 
For the second estimation, let S(u) denote the number of prime power 
integers ph in the interval [1 , u]. It is easy to see that S(u) « U 1/ 2 . Thus 
j:J p,h?2 





« nK (logU)k2(U)du 
X3+5 
« nK(log X)-2 t exp - etdt 1 1+00 ( (t -log X)2 ) 
(3+<5) log x 4 log x 
1 +00 ( (t - 3 log X)2) «nKx2(logx)-2 texp - 1 dt 
(3+<5) log x 4 og X 
1 {1+00 (t2 ) «nKx2(logx)-2 3logxexp - 1 dt 
8logx 4 og x 
1+00 ( t
2
) + (log x) texp -- dt} 
8,jlogx 4 
«nKx2(logx)-2 3(logx)3/2 exp -- dt 1 { 1+00 (t2) 
8,jlogx 4 
+ (log x) exp (-~ log x )} 
where we use the well known estimate J';oo e- t 2/ 4dt « e-T2 / 4 . 
o 
Recall that for any global character X of K, A(X) is defined as 
where fo(x) is the finite part of the conductor of X. For the definition, see 
Section 0.1. 
Lemma 2.2. Let X be a global character of K. 
(1) If N(t) = NL(t) denotes the number of zeros p = j3 + h, of (K(S) with 
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o < f3 < 1 and 1,- tl ::; 1, then we have 
N(t) « logdK + nK log(ltl + 2) 
(2) If n(r; s) = nK(r; s) denotes the number of zeros p, of (K(S) with Ip-
s I ::; r, then we have 
n(r; s) < < 1 + r(Iog dK + nK log(lsl + 2)) 
(3) If Nx(t) denotes the number of zeros p = f3 + i" of L(s, x, K) with 
o < f3 < 1 and 1,- tl ::; 1, then we have 
Nx(t) < < log A(X) + nK log(ltl + 2) 
(4) Ifnx(r; s) denotes the number of zeros p of L(s, x, K) with Ip - sl ::; r, 
then we have 
nx(r; s) « 1 + r(Iog A(X) + nK log(lsl + 2)) 
Proof. See [L-077] and Lemma 2.2 in [L-M-079]. o 
Lemma 2.3. Let X be a global character of K. There is a positive, absolute, 
effectively computable constant C2 such that 
(1) L(s , x, K) has no zero p = f3 + i, in the region 
f3 2: 1 - C2 -1(Iog A(X) + nK log(lil + 2))-1 
,2: (1 +c2 Iog A (X))-1 
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(2) L(8, X, K) has at most one zero in the region 
f3 ~ 1- (C2 Iog A (X))-1 
I ::; c2log A(X))-l 
If such a zero exists, it must be simple and real, and X must be trivial or 
quadratic. 
In the last statement of the lemma, such zero is called the exceptional zero 
of L(8, X, K). Again, by Stark ([Stk74]), if the Galois closure k of Kover Q 
contains no quadratic extension of Q, X must be quadratic. 
Proof See [L-077], or [Lang70] and [Ne91]. o 
Before finishing this part, we quote the Deuring-Heilbronn phenomenon 
here, a discussion of which can be found in Section 5 in [L-M-079]. 
Lemma 2.4. [Deuring-Heilbronn Phenomenon] 
There are positive, absolute, effectively computable constants C7 and Cg such 
that if (L (8) has a real zero f3o, then (L ((J + it) =I- 0 for 
where 7 = It I + 2 with the single exception (J + it = f3o. 
D 
Corollary 2.5. There is a positive, absolute, effectively computable constant 
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ClO such that any real zero f30 of (L (s) satisfies 
Proof. See Corollary 5.2 in [L-M-079] . o 
2.2 The Standard Model 
In this part, we will recall the main model of [L-M-079j for our method here. 
We have included the relevant details for the convenience of the readers. 
We need to consider the Artin L-series L(s, ¢, L/ K) (cf. [Lang70], [Ne9l], 
[L-077], [L-M-079]) where ¢ is the character of an irreducible representation 
of G = G(L/ K). We have 
- ~ (s , ¢, L/K) = L L <I>K(pm) log(Np) (Np)-ms 
p m~l 
where 
where T = (L~ K) is one representative of the F'robenius element corresponding 
to p, Ip = Ip(L/ K) is the inertial subgroup of the decomposition group Gp = 
G(Lq/ Kp) and ep(L/ K) = IIpl is the ramification index of q over p. 
If p is unramified in L then <I>K(pm) = ¢(am). If L/ K is abelian, then all 
irreducible ¢ are characters. 
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Lemma 2.6. Let C be a conjugacy class of G and 9 a representative of C, 
H = < g > and E = LH the fixed field of g. Then we have 
(1) 
._ ICI " - L' ICI - L' 
Fc(s) .- -jGf 6 ¢(g)r;(s,¢,LjK) = -jGf L ¢(g)r;(s,x,E) 
¢ irreducible XEG(L/ E) 
where G(Lj E) denotes the group of characters of G(Lj E), and (2) 
Fc(s) = L L B(pm) log(Np)(Np)-S, 
p m2':l 
where 
and IB(pm)1 :S 1 if P ramifies in L. 
Proof. See Section 5, [L-077]. 
1 if(L~K)m =C 
o if (L~K)m =I- C 
o 
The previous lemma allows us to reduce the density problem to the case of 
a cyclic extension, for which we can use just the abelian L- series of Hecke. 
The following lemma (cf. [Lang70j, [L-077]) describes a functional equation 
that L(s, X, E) satisfies. 
Lemma 2.7. Let L(s,X) L(s, x, E) be the L -series associated to X E 
G(LjE). 
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where fo(x) denotes the finite conductor of x. 
1 if X is principal; 
o(X) = 
o otherwise. 
There are nonnegative integers a = a(x) and b = b(X) such that 
a(x) + b(X) = nE 
Set 
and 
A(s, X) = (s(s - 1))8(x) A(xt/2,x(s)L(s, X) 
Then A(s , X) satisfies the functional equation 
A(l - s, X) = W(X)A(s, X) 
where W(X) is a certain constant of absolute 1. 
Furthermore, A(s , X) is entire of order 1 and does not vanish at s = O. 
Let 
f::. 1 12+00 L' Jj(x) = --. -(s, X)kj(s)ds 




1 12+00 fj = --2 . Fc(s)kj(s)ds 
7rZ 2-ioo 
where Fc(s) is defined in Lemma 2.6. 
By this lemma, we have 
(2-2-1) 
where 9 is a representative of C. 
We have two ways to express f j . One way is using the inverse Mellin 
transform and the other is using the residue theorem. 
By the inverse Mellin transform, and we have 
Jj(X) = L L X(pm) log(Np )kj(Npm) 
!l m2:1 
since 
Also, by Lemma 2.6, 
= L L 8(pm) log(Np )kj(Npm) 
!l m2:1 
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Lemma 2.8. (1) 
p 
where the sum runs over all the nontrivial zeros of L(s, x, E), and all the 
implied constants are absolute and effectively computable. 
(2) 
IGI -J. > k(l) - ~ k ·(p) ICI J - J L..t J 
P 
where the sum runs over all the nontrivial zeros of (L (s) and C6 is positive, 
absolute and effectively computable. 
For the proof we need the following 
Proposition 2.9. (the Conductor-Discriminant Formula) 
II A(X) = dL 
xEG(L / E) 
o 
For a proof, see [L-077], [Od77]. 
Proof of Lemma 2.8. 
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For (1), see [L-077]. The basic idea is to consider the following integral 
!::. 1 1 £' Jj(x, T) = --2 . -£ (s, X, E)kj(s)ds 
1r'l BB(T) 
= 6'(x)kj (1) - axkj(O) - L:: kj(p) 
hl<T 
where the sum runs over all the zeros p = (3 + i'y of £(s, x, E) within the 
rectangle B(T): [-~, 2] x [-T, T]. Estimate the integral on each line segment 
and let T go to the infinity as in [L-077]. In fact, on the line segment from 
_1 + iT to _1 - iT 
2 2' 
I~ (s, X, E) I « log A(X) + nE(log(JSJ + 2)) 
(see Lemma 6.2, [L-077]). Thus, 
as 
kl ( -! + it) < < kl ( -! ) _1_ if y > > x 
2 2 1 + t 2 
k2(-~ + it) «kl(-~)exp(-t2l0gx) if x» 1 
To estimate the integral I± (T) on the horizontal line segments from 2 ± iT 
to -~ ± iT, one uses the method of Landau (Section 6 of [L-077], Section 3 
of [L-M-079], [Land27]), obtaining the estimate 
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Combining these estimates with Proposition 2.9, we obtain (1). 
Now (2) is easy to get from (1) since 
and 
Cds) = II L(s,X,E) 
xECJ(L/E) 
and we can use Proposition 2.9. 
o 
N ow we are ready to explain how we plan to use the standard model for 
our purposes. 
From the rest of this chapter, assume that y > > x if we apply the first kernel 
function kl(S) and x » 1 if we apply the second one k2(S). Let n = nL/nK 
which is not less than IGl/lel. 
Thus, by Lemma 2.8 (2), we have 
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Note that 
Thus, the Ctl{ } term is bounded by some multiple of 
-2 
~ log d L, if j = 1; 
if j = 2. 
Furthermore, we have 
I j = L L e(pm) log(Np )kj(Npm) 
p m21 
Thus, 
where the symbols mean the following: 
I j denotes the sum over the primes outside S, unramifying in L, of degree 
lover K and the Artin symbol of p under Lj K being C such that Np ::; y2 
or x3+8 when j = 1 or 2 respectively. 
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8 1,1 denotes the sum over (p, m) with p ramifying in L. 8 2,1 denotes the 
sum over (p, m) with p ramifying in Land Npm ::; x lO . 
81,2 denotes the sum over (p, m) with p in 8. 82,2 denotes the sum over 
(p, m) with p in 8 and Npm ::; x lO . 
8 j ,3 denotes the sum over (p , m) with Npm not a rational prime. 
82,4 denotes the sum over (p, m) with Npm > x 3+O. 
Applying Lemma 2.1, we have 
8 1Iog(y/x) I d 11 « - 2 og L , n x 
1 1 
821 «-(logx)'2logdL , n 
8 log(y/x) I N 12 « 2 og S , x 
1 
8 2,2 < < (log x) '2 log N s 
8 
(log(y/x))(logy) 
13 « nK (1 ) , x ogx 
82,3 «nKx7/ 4 
2 82 8 2,4 «nKx -Tlogx 
Then the main idea of this model is the following: Pick x, y appropriately. 
If we assume that for any p unramifying in L, of degree lover K and the Artin 
symbol of p under L/ K being C such that either Np > y2 or x3+8 when j = 1 
or 2 respectively, or p E 8 or p ramifies in L, then Jj = 0 and 
However, if the left-hand side dominates over ~Tj and 8j ,v by a sufficiently 
large constant factor, then one gets a contradiction. 
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So the key component of this model is to find a better lower bound for 
kj(l) - L Ikj(p) I 
p 
2.3 Proof of Theorem 2-C. 
In this part we will prove Theorem 2- C. Let PI (C, S) be the set of primes of 
K satisfying (1) to (3) in Theorem 2- C. 
From last section we've already seen that the quality of the effective bound 
depends on the lower bound of kj(l) - L:p Ikj(p)l. However, the possible 
exceptional zero (30 will cause difficulty. In general, one will be forced to use 
the Deuring-Heilbronn. Fortunately, there is nothing new here compared with 
the classical case where S = 0. 
To simplify our notation, we define (30 to be the exceptional zero of (£(s) 
if it exists, and (30 = 1 - (c2log dL ) -1 otherwise, where C2 is the constant 
defined in Lemma 2.3, so that (L(S) has at most one zero in the interval 
In either case, 
kj (l) - 2::= Ikj(p) I 2: kj(l) - kj ((3o) - 2::= Ikj(p) I 
p p~f3o 
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By using the mean value theorem, we have 
y 2 (yf30-1 _ Xf30-1) 2 
k1(1) - k1((30) = (log~) - (30 _ 1 
2: 1~ (log;;) 2 min { 1, (1 - (30) log;; } 
k2(1) - k2((30) = x2 - Xf30+f302 2: ~~ min { 1, (1 - (30) log;; } 
First suppose 
where C7 is the constant defined in Lemma 2.4. In this case, we use the kernel 
The contribution of the zeros P of (L(8) with Ip - 11 2: 1 is bounded by 
Joo 2 L Ik1(p)l:S; t2dn(t; 1) «logdL Ip-ll:::::l 1 
where n(t; 1) is the number of the nontrivial zeros of (L with Ip - 11 2: t (See 
Lemma 2.2). 
Next, assume that Ip - 11 :s; 1 for a nontrivial zero P = (3 + i"( =I- (30 of (L. 
If (30 as an exceptional zero exists with 
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and therefore by the Deuring-Heilbronn (Lemma 2.4) 
On the other hand, if 
then by the zero-free region given by Lemma 2.3, 
Hence we have 
(*) 
for some 0 < C12 < Cll' 
Thus (*) holds for all the cases. 
Let 
From (*), we have 
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Thus, by Lemma 2.2, 
t1 L Ik1(p)1 :s; x-2B iF. t2dn(t; 1) 
ip-li<l,p#.Bo B 
As B» (logdL)-l, using the expression of B, we have 
Thus we have shown that 
k1 (1) - L Ik1(p)1 2: 110 (log:;) 2 min { 1, (1 - (30) log:; } (4A-1) 
p 
for some positive constants C13 and C14. 
We now complete the proof of Theorem 2-C in the case 
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Assume that for any p in Pr(C, S), Np > y2. Then 
0=11 = L (IogNp).k1(Np) 
pEP1(C,S) 
~ l~n (log~) 2 min { 1, (1 - (3o) log ~ } 
1 
- C13- log dL 
n 
1 { 1 } 2C!2 l~~gd~ 
- C14;(Iog dd 2 (-2c2)(1- (3o) logdL 
- C15,1 {~:2 log (~) log dL } 
- C15,2 {:2 log (~) log Ns } 
{ 
(log;) (lOgy)} 
- C15 3 nK 1 ' x ogx 
-2 ,X 
- c6 ---;-log dL 
where C15,v { ... } comes from Sl,v and c~ { . .. } comes from T1. 
Fix any positive constant E, and set y = X1+E, X = dL C(E) (1 + n log N s) ~ 
for sufficiently large C(E), one gets that the first term dominates over the other 
terms by a large constant factor. Let us check this. 
The C14 { . .. } term is bounded by some multiple of 
as C(E) goes to 00, thus it is dominated over by ~(log ;)2 by a large constant 
factor. Also, this term is bounded by some multiple of 
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which is o( (lo~x)3 (1 - (30)) as C( E) goes to 00, thus it is dominated over by 
* (log ~)\1 - (30) by a large constant factor. From the discussion above one 
can verify this assertion for the C14 { ... } term. 
Since 
1 Y 1 Y 1 Y 
-log-logNs « --log-« -log-x 2 x d2C(€) x n x 
L 
thus one can verify this assertion for the C15,2{ . .. } term. 
Other terms are easy to check. So one draws a contradiction, and we get 
Theorem 2-C in this case. 
Furthermore, we consider the case 
where we will use the second kernel function k2 (8). In this case 
If p = /3 + i, is a zero of (L(8) with iii < 1, and p :I /30, then by the 
Deuring-Heilbronn, 
I k2 (p) I < < x f32+f3 < < x1+f3 
2 { log x log (1- (30)-1} 2(1 /3 )Cl911osd'" = x exp -C19 x - 0 os L 
10gdL 
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for some positive absolute constant C19. Thus 
If p = /3 + h is a zero of (£(s) with 11'1 ~ 1, and p =I- /30, we have 
Thus assume x > 2. Applying Lemma 2.2, we have 
« x log d£ 
where N(T) is the number of zeros of (£(s) in the region [0,1] x [T -1, T + 1] . 
Thus 
x 2 
k2(1) - L k2(P) ~ 10 min {1, (1 - /30) log x} (4A-2) 
p 
for some absolute positive constants C20 and C21· 
We now complete the proof of Theorem 2-C in the case 
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Assume that for any p in P1(C, S), Np > x 3+8. Then 





- c2o- log dL n 
1 2 ~ 
- C21-X (1 - /3ot19 )OgdL • log dL n 
- C22,1 {~(lOg x)! log dL} 
- C22,2 { (log x)! log Ns} 
- C22,3 { nKxt} 
- C22,4 {nKx2-": (log x) } 
- c~ log dL 
where C22,v { ... } comes from S2,v and 0; { ... } comes from T1. 
I l±£. 
Fix any positive constant E', and set x = dL C (€)(1 + n log N s ) 2 for suffi-
ciently large C (E). One gets that the first term dominates over the other terms 
by a large constant factor. Let us check this. 
First be aware that by the Deuring-Heilbronn (Corollary 2.5), and the fact 
that dL » logdL »nL for any E > 0, the first term dominates over nKx2- a 
for C (E') sufficiently large for any a > O. 
The C21 { ... } term is bounded by some multiple of 




(log x) log N s < < x 1.+7 
thus one can verify this assertion for the C22,2{ . .. } term. 
Other terms are easy to check now. So one draws a contradiction, and we 
prove Theorem 2- C in this case. 
2.4 Computations of Bz(K((ZT), S) and CZT(K,S) 
In this part , we will apply Theorem 2-C to compute two types of constants 
we will need in Chapter 5. 
Let IT be a prime power, K a number field, S a finite set of (finite) primes, 
§ the set of primes of Kl = K((lr) over the primes in S. It is easy to check 
that Ns = N1Kl:Kl . 
If (l E K, 
the least bound for N q such that 
Bl(K, S, ex) := (i) q a prime of K not splitting in K(.;ja); 
(ii) q fl and q tt S. 
Bl(K,S) := max Bl(K, S, a). 
aEKS,a!f.(KS)1 
The next symbol has multiple meaning: 
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If K ((ZT ) / K is cyclic, then 
the least bound for N q such that 
CZT(K, S) := (i) q, a prime of K inert in K((pT); 
(ii) q f p and q f:- S. 
If K((zr) / K is not cyclic, so that I = 2 and r ~ 3. 
the least bound for N q' such that 
(i) q', a prime of KI = K( yCT) inert in K((2T); 
(ii) q' f 2 and q' f:- S' while S' = {p' I pES}. 
Now we explain how we apply Theorem 2-C to calculate these quantities. 
(1) Calculation of Bz(K((ZT), 8). 
Set Kl = K((zr), it is easy to check that dK1 = dK [Kl:
K ]dKl/K where the 
relative discriminant dKl/K divides IT[Kl:K]nK. This is because IT belongs to 
the relative different VKl/K ' 
- -l 
For any aE Kf - Kf , we consider LI = KI(.ya). Without loss of gener-
ality, one may assume that a E OK! and 0 :::; vp(a) :::; 1-1 for each p E 8. 
Let T't be the set of primes p dividing a, T2 = 8 - TI . Also, we denote To 
as the set of primes of KI dividing I which does not ramify in LI = KI (~). 
Lemma 2.10. 
Proof 
Let 7r = 7rp be a uniformizer of the local field (KI)p' for any P E TI . Thus 
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there exists integers ml and m2 with -mIL + m2vji (a) = 1. So Vji(1f-mllam2) = 
1. 
over p. Then D(Ll)wI(Kl)p contains lwl- 1. Thus DLl/Kl divides (l) TIjiE'i\ wZ-l. 
Since each prime in To is unramified in L 1, we have DLl/Kl TIp/E'i'o (p') divides 
(l) TIjiETl wi-I. 
Thus d L /K N,- I divides lZ[Kl:K]nK N,- 1-1 lITo Tl . 
Since all primes in Tl ramify in L1 , so applying Theorem 2-C, we have 
Bz(Kl' 5, a) = BI(Kl, T2 U To, a) 
:::; (NTo -ldKIZlnKZ[Kl:K]NTll-1)A2(1 + l log NT2 + 1l0gN
To
)2 
< (d IznKZ[Kl:K]N_I-I)A2 
- Kl S 




(2) Calculation of Czr(K, S). 
First, if Kd K is not cyclic and Z = 2, r 2': 3, then assume p is the rational 
prime of K whose lift in K(i) is inert in Kl and of degree lover Q, then p 
is also of degree 1 over Q. Also, let rJ = (2r + (2:;.1. Then Kl = K(rJ)K(i) 
and K(rJ) n K(i) = K, and thus Gal(KdK) ~ Gal(KdK(i)) x Z/2Z ~ 
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Gal(K(TJ)j K) x Zj2Z. Thus if the lift of pin K( i) is inert in K 1 , then p is inert 
in K(TJ) and (KlpIK) = (]" for some generator (]" of G(Kd K(i)). Conversely, if 
(Kl/K) = (]" for some generator (]" of G(Kd K(i)), and p is of degree lover Q, 
then the lift of p in K(i) is inert in K 1 , and it is of degree lover Q. 
Note that every prime of K dividing l is totally ramified in K 1 , so that we 
may apply Theorem 2-C in all cases to get 
(2-4-2) 
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Chapter 3 Quadratic Dirichlet Characters 
This chapter is to solve the Grunwald's problem in the case K Q and 
m = l = 2. 
As Q ~ J-L2 = {±1}, each quadratic extension over Q is a Kummer ext en-
sion. 
Note that if m = 2, Problem I and Problem II described in Section 0.2 
are equivalent. 
3.1 Main Results of This Chapter 
Question Z Let S = {PI,P2,'" ,PM} be a finite set of finite primes. 
Find a, such that PI, P2, ... ,PM f a, and 4 divides a - 1 if Pi = 2 for some 
i, and 
Ei = 0 or 1 given. 
",2_1 
Define (~) = (-1)-2- be the quadratic residue symbol of a in Q2, 
Thus 
(~) = 
1 if a = 1 (mod 8) 
-1 ifa=5 (mod 8) 
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Also find the least bound of such lal. 
R emark: Q(.j(i)/Q is unramified at Pi iff Pi f a (for odd Pi) or 41a - 1 (for 
Pi = 2). 
Answer: We can find this a such that 
(1) a ~ 0, 
lal ~ 4Ns if 2 E S, lal ~ Ns if 2 ~ S; 
(2) a ~ 0, 
I a I ~ 4N s if 2 E S, I a I ~ N s if 2 1-- S; 
(3) any sign for a, 
lal ~ 2Ns if 2 E S, lal ~ N s /2 if 2 1-- S; 
where Ns := TIpEs Np, define Noo = 2. 
Lemma 3.1. (1) Let L1 and L2 are finite extensions over Q, L1 n L2 = Q 
and L = L1L2. Then the discriminant of L satisfying 
and 
where nK = [K: Q]. 
(2) Let L 1, L 2 , ... and Ls are finite extensions over Q, and Li n L1 ... Li · 
Ls = Q and L = L1 ... Ls. Then 
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Remark. In fact , if L1 n L2 = K, then we can prove 
where (dL/K) = NL/K'DL/K = the ideal of (h generated by DiscL/K(V) for all 
free OK-submodule V in 0L. 
Proposition 3.2. Let d is a square free integer. Let D = d if d - 1 (mod 4), 
4d if d - 2,3 (mod 4) be the discriminant of Q( Vd). If XQ,d be the quadratic 





IDI if d > 0 
N(X) = Nfx = 
21DI ifd<O 




BP1 , BP2~ 
4Ns 
(if 00 E S , Xoo is trivial;) 
(if 00 tj. S or 00 E S, XOO is nontrivial.) 
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Proposition 3.4 (Ramified Factors). 
N(XQ,2) = 8 
N(XQ,-l) = 8 
N(XQ,-2) = 16 
Proof. This can be easily verify. 
fXQ,2 = 8 
fXQ, -l = 4 . 00 
fXQ,-2 = 8 . 00 
Lemma 3.5. (Reduction to the unramified case) 
(ii) 
o 
(1) Given any quadratic character on Qi, one can select one of'\ = ±1 or 
±2 such that XQ2,A IUQ2 agrees with this character on UQ2 · 
(2) For Problem I , m = 2 and K = Q, the following way is used to find 
a global quadratic (or trivial) Xl such that xllp = Xp· 
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Let (X*)p be a local character defined as below: 
XIQ,p if P = 1 (mod 4) 
(X*)p = XIQ,-p if P - -1 (mod 4) 
while XIQ2,AluQ2 = (x*)2IuQ2' 
Then let 
XIQ). ifp = 2 
Xo = II (X*)p 
ptoo,pES 
Xp ramified 
then XP . XOI;l are unramified for all finite pES. 
Thus the Problem I is reduced to the problem: (m = 2, K = Q), find X 
such that XP = XP . XOI;l for all finite pES. 
Thus Xl = X . Xo is a solution, and xl lp = XP for all pES. 
(3) If 00 E Sand 2 t/:- S, the following way is used to find a global quadratic 
(or trivial) Xl such that xl lp = Xp· 
Let (X*)p be a local character defined as below: 
Then let 
XIQ,p if P is odd 
XIQ,-l if P = 00 




then chip' XOI;l are unramified for all finite p E 8. 
Thus the Problem I is reduced to the problem: (m = 2, K = Q), find X 
such that XP = Xp . XOI;l for all finite p E 8. 
Thus Xl = X· Xo is a solution, and xllp = xp for all p E 8. 
Proposition 3.6. m = 2 and K = Q , then 
BPt, BP2« CNs . II N(xp) 
p 
C = 2 if 00 E 8; C = 4 if 00 tt s. 
This is Theorem A. 
For #8 = 1, S = {p}, p a finite prime, a stronger version of Prop 3.6 
holds. 
Proposition 3.7. lfp is a rational prime, 8 = {p}, m = 2, K = Q, then 
N(Xp)(p+3) ifp-1 (mod 4); 
BPt , BP2 ~ 8N(Xp) if p = 3 (mod 4); 
ifp = 2. 
This is Theorem B. 
R emark. (1) Proof of Prop 3.7, using a varied version of Prop 3.3, for 
S = {p} will be given. 
Also, we can list out all representatives of global characters, when localized 
at a given prime, we get a given local character. 
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Remark. (2) From Table 3.1, Prop 3.7 can be justified to 
BPI, BP2 ~ N(Xp)(p + 3), if P = 1 (mod 4); 
BPI, BP2 ~ 8N(Xp) if P = 3 (mod 4). 
3.2 Proofs 
Proof of the Question Z 
Select a such that a Ui (mod Pi) for odd Pi, where (~ ) = (-1ri for 
some Ui E (7Ljp/Z) x , 
a = Vi (mod 8) for Pi = 2, 
Then we can find 
Such a ~ 0, and lal ~ 4Ns if 2 E S, 
if 2 tj. S; 
Such a ~ 0, and lal ~ 4Ns if 2 E S, 
if 2 tj. S; 
Such a, and lal ~ 2Ns if 2 E S, 
if 2 tj. S. 
o 
Proof of Lemma 3.1. We prove a stronger version. Also see [Lang70j. 
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p Representatives localized at p 
L = Q('.id) D N(X) 
p = 3 (mod 4) Q 1 1 
Q('.i- d' ) d' 2d' 
1 ~ d' ~ ~ or or splits 
d' not a square mod p 4d' 8d' 
Q(-L- 1) 4 8 
Q('.id') d' d' 
1 ~ d' ~ ~ or or unram., inert 
d' not a square mod p 4d' 4d' 
Q(v'p) 4p 4p 
Q(yf- pd' ) pd' 2pd' 
1 ~ d' ~ ~ or or ram., p is a norm 
d' not a square mod p 4pd' 8pd' 
Q(v'-p) p 2p 
Q(yfpd') pd' pd' 
1 ~d' ~ ~ or or ram., p is not a norm 
d' not a square mod p 4pd' 4pd' 
p == 1 (mod 4) Q 1 1 splits 
Q( '.i - I) 4 8 
Q('.i±d') d' d' /2d' 
1 ~ d' ~ ~ or or unram., inert 
d' not a square mod p 4d' 4d' /8d' 
Q(v'p) p p ram. , p is a norm 
Q(v'- p) 4p 8p 
Q(yf±pd' ) pd' pd' /2pd' 
1 ~ d' ~ ~ or or ram., p is not a norm 
d' not a square mod p 4pd' 4pd' /8pd' 
p=2 Q 1 1 splits 
Q( '.i - 7) 7 14 
Q('.i5) 5 5 unramified , inert 
Q('.i-3) 3 6 
Q(yf- l) 4 8 type XIQ2, - 1 
Q({7) 28 28 
Q( yf-5) 20 40 type XIQ2, - 5 
Q({3) 12 12 
Q('.i2) 8 8 type X1Q2,2 
Q('.i-14) 56 112 
Q(v'10) 40 40 type XIQ2,lO 
Q('.i- 6) 24 48 
Q( '.i - 2) 8 16 type XIQ2, - 2 
Q('.i14) 56 56 
Q(yf~ lO) 40 80 type XIQ2, - 10 
Q('.i6) 24 24 
Table 3.1: Representatives of Global Characters over Q with Given Local Behavior at p 
and/or 00 
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Lemma 3.8. If L1 n L2 = K, then 
and for any K-bases fh and S12 in OLI and OL2 respectively, 




Proof of Prop 3.2. 
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P if P is odd and P i d; 
1 if P is odd and P f d; 
8 if P = 2 i d; 
f(XIQ,di p ) = 4 if p = 2 and d = 2, 3 (mod 4); 
1 if p = 2 and d _ 1 (mod 4); 
00 if p = 00 and d :::; 0; 
1 if p = 00 and d ~ o. 
and verify that 
ll= 
if d = 1 (mod 4); 
pfoo TIp1dP·4 = 4idi otherwise. 
o 
Proof of Prop 3.3. 
First assume that 00 E S, 
Let S' = S - {oo}. We want to find a such that 
VPi E S', C~) = (at' , 
where ti = 1 if XPi is trivial and -1 otherwise, and Pi f a for all finite 
primes; if Pi = 2 then a = 1 (mod 4), 
and furthermore from the Question Z, we can find such a, in addition, 
satisfying, 
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(1) If 00 E 8, lal ~ 4Ns' and a = 1 (mod 4) if 2 E 8'; lal ~ Ns' if 2 ¢: 8', 
no matter whether XOO is trivial. 
If 00 ¢: 8, lal ~ 2Ns' and a - 1 (mod 4) if 2 E 8'; lal ~ N s,/2 if 2 ¢: 8', 
no matter whether XOO is trivial. 
(2) 
where 
o if XPi is trivial; 
1 if XPi is not trivial. 
(3) If 00 E 8, then a 2:: 0 if XOO is trivial; a :::; 0 if XOO is not trivial. 
Thus by some arguments, (2) and (3) lead to that XIQ,alpi = XPi ; 
and from (1), the absolute value of the discriminant of Q( va) is 
4Ns' if 00 E 8; 
2Ns if 00 ¢: 8. 
Hence 
if 00 tI. 8 or XOO is nontrivial; 
if 00 E 8 and XOO is trivial. 
Proof of Prop 3.6. 
o 
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From Prop 3.3, we know, if Xv are unramified for all finite v E S we have 
BPl,BP2 ~ 
4Ns if 00 tj: S. 
(i) If 00 tj: S, use the reduction process (2) in Lemma 3.5. 
By Prop 3.3, we can find X such that 
x lp = Xp . XOI; l for all pES 
and N(X) ~ 4Ns and fx divides 00 . c where N(c) = Icl ~ 2Ns . 
Note that fxo divides 00 TIpEs f(xp) , 
thus 
fXl = fxfxo divides lcm(fx, fxo) 
divides 00· c· IT f(xp) 
pES 
pES pES 
(ii) If 00 E S, use the reduction process (2) in Lemma 3.5. 
By Prop 3.3, we can find X such that 
x lp = Xp . XOI;l for all pES 
and N(X) ~ 2NsN(Xoo . xo l;;;}) and fx divides fxloo . c where N(c) = Icl ~ 
2Ns · 






fXl = fxfxo divides lcm(fx, fxo) 
divides 00· c . II f(xp) 
pES-{ oo} 
xlloo = xloo . Xo loo = xoo . XOI~l . Xoloo = xoo 
fXl divides c· II f(xp) 
pES 
N(xd ~ 2Ns · II N(Xp) 
p 
Proof of Prop 3.7. 
Study the proof of Prop 3.6 above, case S = {p }, we have 
where c is the finite part of the conductor of X. 




2IdIN(Xp) if d = 1 (mod 4); 
8IdIN(Xp) if d = 2,3 (mod 4); 
Assume that XP =I- 1, note that d (mod p) is a square residue iff 
Thus if P = 3 (mod 4) take d = ±1 and IDI = 1 or 4. 
If p _ 1 (mod 4), thus we can find d satisfying Idl ~ P!3 which is a non-
square mod p and IDI ~ p + 3. Such d exists as the # of square residues mod 
p is p";\ or d = 1 and D = 1. 
If p = 2 take d = 1 or 5 thus IDI = 1 or 5. 
D 
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Chapter 4 Kummer Extensions and General 
l-Extensions 
4.1 Statement of the Main Theorem 
This chapter is to describe and discuss Problem I and Problem II in the 
Kummer extension case (case (iia)) and the l-extension case (case (iib)). Note 
that in the case (iib), (m E K will not be needed. 
Condition (A): K is a number field, S is a finite set of finite primes, m a 
rational integer great than 1. For each v E S, Xv a local character of exponent 
m on K;; is given. 
Kummer case Condition (B): (m E K. 
The assertion of the Grunwald-Wang Theorem: 
Given condition (A) , there exists a global character X of exponent m (2m 
if the special case occurs. See page 7.) on CK such that xlv = xIK~,->cK = Xv 
for each v E S. 
What is BPI: Recall that, the effective version of the Grunwald-Wang 
theorem is that: Not only such X exists, but also, we can find such X with the 
norm N(X) is bounded by BPI. 
Now state the four main theorems of this chapter. These four main theorems 
complete Theorem C to F, as the later ones are the Problem I part of the 
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following four theorems. 
Theorem 4- A. For Problem I and Problem II, assume the condition (AJ 
and the Kummer case Condition (B J hold. Then 
where D is an integral basis for K, D = {WI, W2,'" 'WnK }, nK := [K : Q], 
nK 
B(D):= II L I 0" (Wi) I 
u:K<-+C i=l 
and Ns = flVES Npv where II denotes the absolute value in IR. or C 
This theorem leads to Theorem C. 
Theorem 4-B. For Problem I and Problem II, assume the condition (AJ 
and the Kummer case Condition (B J hold, and assume that S* is a set of finite 
primes disjoint from Sm and S, where 
Sm = {v, finite primes in K dividing m} 
such that 
z.e ., 
is a PID. 
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Then 
where B(D.), nK and Ns are defined in Theorem 4-A. 
This theorem leads to Theorem D. 
Remark. Theorem 4- B applies especially when OK is a PID, and S* = 0. 
The following are the two main results for the case when condition (A) 
remains and (B) drops, and m = l an odd rational prime. 
Theorem 4-C. For Problem I and Problem II, m = l, an odd rational 
przme, (A) holds. Then 
where K1 = K((I) and d = [K1 : KJ, and also 0.* is an integral basis for K 1, 
nKd 
B(D.*):= IT L !a(wi)! · 
cy:K1'-'C i=l 
This theorem leads to Theorem E. 
Theorem 4-D. For Problem I and Problem II, K = Q, m = l an odd 
rational prime, condition (A) holds. Then 
BPi, BP2 ~ 2-(1-1)121+1(1-1)1-1 . B(D.*) . NS(I-1)2 IT N(Xv) 
vES,vtl 
This theorem leads to Theorem F . 
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4.2 Main Approach: The Kummer Case 
This section is to prove Theorem 4- A. The main idea is to apply the following 
theorem - the effective version of the Chinese Remainder's theorem. 
Theorem 4.1. (Effective version of the remainder theorem) 
Let a be an ideal of OK, K a number field, B(n) the same as in Theorem 
4-A, Let A E Z+ a positive integer in an Z. 
Thus, for each c E OK, ::le' E OK, such that 
(a) e - e' E a, 
(b) Nd = INK/IQ (d) I ;£ (~)NB(n). where N = nK = [K: Q] 
Remark: Recall that 
N 
B(n):= IT L la(wi) I 
(J":K'--->C i=l 
Proof. Say e = I:~1 O!iWi, then let d = I:~1 o!~Wi such that A divides O!i - O!~ 
and IO!~I ;£ ~, thus e - e' E AOK ~ a and 
N e' = I NK/IQ(e') I = IT la(e') I 
(J"loo 
o 
The following corollary is deduced from the theorem above. 
Corollary 4.2. Let S be a finite set of finite primes in K, and choose bv E 
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Kv x for each v E S. Assume that v(bv) = Ev} 0 ~ Ev ~ m . Then there exists 
bE OK such that 
(A) 
. b -1 b K xm z.e.} v . E v } 
Nb ~ (m. ~Plmp)N . II (NPv)EvN . Nf . B(n) 
vES 
(B) 
Proo1 Let a = TI hAPv+Ev+1 . vESt' , 
where Apv is defined in Prop 1.2. 
Recall that 
[vp(m) + e(p/p)/(p - 1)J ~ vp(m) + ep/p if p divides plm; 
o if P t m. 
where p is a rational prime divisible by p. Set A = m· TIplm p' TI f VES(NPv)Ev+1 E 
Z+. 
Check that A E a, in fact, for any v = vp E S, p be the corresponding prime 
ideal and lying above the rational prime p. 
Thus, if P I m, then 
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if P t m, then 
Next we can apply Theorem 4.1. 
First by the remainder theorem, there exists bo E OK, such that v(bo-bv ) ~ 
Ap" + Ev + 1 for any v E S. Applying Theorem 4.1, there exists b such that 
b - bo E OK, thus satisfies (B). 
Check (easily) that bv -1 . b E UK" and v(bv -1 . b - 1) ~ Ap" + 1, thus by 
Prop 1.2, bv -1 . b E K:;m , thus (A) holds. o 
N ext, we combine all things above. 
Proposition 4.3. Preserve the hypotheses of Theorem 4-A , and assume that 
Xv = Xb",p" for each v E S, and v(bv ) = E v , 0 ~ Ev ~ m. 
Then, there exists a global character X = Xb of exponent m, such that 
N(X) ~ {m2. II p3}n
K 
. NsnK . B(o') . II (Npv)E"nK (B) 
~m ~s 
Prop 4.3 stands a crucial part for this chapter. 
Corollary 4.4. Keep the hypotheses of Prop 4·3. If bv E UK", i.e., Ev = 0 
for any v E S, there exists a global character X = Xb of exponent m satisfying 
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(A) and the following 
(B/) 
It is easy to get Corollary 4.4 from Prop 4.3. 
Proof of Proposition 4.3. 
By Corollary 4.2, there exists b E K X satisfying (A) and (B) in Corollary 
4.2, then xbiv = Xb,p" = Xb",p" as bv -1 . b E K;;m holds for each v E S. To 
verify (B) in Prop 4.3. Applying Lemma 1.4 (3) and note that (also applying 
Prop 1.2) 
( IT N p) divides Nb 
Pfm , xlp ram. 
Do~. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4-A. 
By observation, we need only to show that 
vES vES 
so that we can apply Prop 4.3. 
Note that Xv = Xb",p" for some bv E K;;, we can choose such bv that 
bv E OK" and v(bv ) ~ m , so Prop 4.3 can be applied. 
Note that if Ev =F 0, then 1 ~ Ev ~ m - 1, thus Kv( ~)/ Kv must be 
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ramified. Then N(Xv) ~ Npv, and eventually 
II (NPv)Ev ~ II (Npvyn-l ~ II N(Xv)m-l 
vES vES, Xv = xlv ram. vES 
Done. 
Proof of Theorem 4-B. 
o 
First assume that Xv = Xbv,Pv for each v E S, v(bv) = Ev, 0 ~ Ev ;% m. 
Since C£K,S*USooU(Sm- S ) = 1, we can find Cv E OK satisfying 
(i) v(cv) = 1, v(ev) = 0 for any v =1= v in S; 
(ii) v(ev) = 0 outside S*, Sm and Soo. 
Let C = fIvEs Cv Ev 
By the assumptions above, v(c1·bv) = Ev-v(c) = o. Thus from Corollary 
4.2, there exists bo E OK satisfying 
bo - c- 1 . bv (mod K;:m) (AA) 
Nbo ~ (m. ~PlmP) nK . NsnK. B(O) (BB) 
Check that xbo·clv = Xbv,Pv = Xv· 
Furthermore, we want to estimate 
II Np 
pfm,Xbo'C ram. at p. 
so that we can apply Lemma 1.4 (3). 
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Note that 
II N'fl ~ II N'fl ~ Nbo ' II N'fl 
pfm,Xbo'c ram. at p. Pfm,piboc Pfm,pic 
~ Nbo ' Ns* . II 
= Nbo ' Ns*' II 
vES,vfm,l~Ev~m-l 
Combine (BB) above, use Lemma 1.4 (3), and note that for v E S, v f m, 
N(Xv) = 1 if Xv is unramified and N(Xv) = N'flv if Xv is ramified; and Ev = 0 
iff Xv is unramified. Done. o 
4.3 Main Approach: Non-Kummer l-extensions 
In this section, we will come to the case when (A) holds, and the Kummer 
extension case (B) is dropped. m = I an odd rational prime. 
We will prove Theorem 4-C and Theorem 4- D. 
Here denote Kl = K(C,l) , G = Gal (KI/K) , Nl = [Kl : '01], and d = [Kl : 
Klil - 1. G acts on Kb llKl and CK1 the natural way. 
First, we sketch out the main idea of the proof. 
Let § := {w I v E S}, and Xw = Xv 0 N(Kl)w/Kv for each v E S, the point 
is, to construct a global character of exponent l: X, such that xlw = XW and 
bound N(X). 
Furthermor~, by some trick, we need that X can be pulled back, i.e., :3X 
a global character of exponent l, such that X = X 0 N K1 / K , and thus xlv 0 
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[(K1)w : Kv) I d, and (l, d) = 1, X is of exponent l, hence 
hence xlv = Xv on K;, so that we may apply Lemma 1.4 and Lemma 1.6. 
Notice that, when we construct X such that xL = Xw for each W E S, we 
don't necessarily have that X factors through CKJ Ker N K1 / K . However, 
(d- 1 mod Z) 
X = {II (X 0 (J) } 
(J"EG 
is what we need, since X = X 0 (J,V(J E G. 
Lemma 4.5. If X is a global character on CK1 of exponent l, and X = X 0 (J 
for any (J E G = Gal(KI/ K), then 
(1) There exists a unique global character X on CK of exponent l satisfying 
(2) Furthermore, 
II Np= 
HZ, xlp unram. 
where d = [Kl : K). 
Proof. 
Step 1. X factors through C K / K er N K 1/ K· 
In fact, for each)" E Ker N K1 / K , ).. = a/(J(a) for some a E C K and a 
generator (J of G which is a cyclic group since H-l(G, CK1 ) = 1 by the global 
class field theory. 
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Step 2. Knowing that NKl/K(Kerx) is closed in CK, (1) and (2) hold. 
In fact, let Ao = NKl/K(Kerx), [NKl/KCKl : Aolll, thus Ao is of finite 
index and thus is open in CK. Furthermore, from the step 1, we can get an 
algebraic character XO (not assuming the continuity) on NKl/KCK of exponent 
l, which can be uniquely extended to an algebraic character X on CK of expo-
nent l as [CK : NKl/K(CKl)l = d Il-1 relative prime to l. As Kerx ~ Ao is 
open, X is continuous. It is easy to check (1). Applying Lemma 1.6 (3), (2) 
holds. 
Step 3. NKl/K(Ker X) is closed in CK. 
Since X is a global character on CKl , by the global class field theory, 
Kerx = NL/KlCL for some field extension L/K1 . Thus NKl/K(Kerx) 
NKl/K(NL/Kl CL) = NL/K(K) which is closed. Done. 
Detailed Proof the Theorem 4-G. 
D 
Notations are the same as before. Kl = K((l), Nl = nKl = [Kl : Ql 
Xw = Xv 0 N(Kl)wlKv for any finite prime ideal tower w/v in Kd K where 
v E S. 
By Theorem 4-A, and its proof, and Corollary 4.2, we can find a global 
character X = Xi; of exponent l on CK !, such that xlw = Xw, for any w E 5, 
and 
II Np ~ Nb ~ 
lifl , xlp 
. II (NPw)EpwNl . Nfl. B(O*) 
wEB 
Here we explain all the notations. B(O*) is defined in Theorem 4-C, for 
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each w, Pw is the corresponqing to w, and Xw = Xbw,Pw' for each W E 8, and 
° ;£ Epw := w(bw) ;;i l, and note that if Epw -I- 0, Xw is ramified. 
Thus we have 
Thus we get 
_ P Np ~ C;) Nl n. N(Xw) (l-l)Nl . Nfl. B(O*) (~~) 
pfl , Xii ram. wES 
L t ::; - (I1 (- )d-
l 
(mod l) e X - uEG X 0 (J 
Thus X = X 0 (J, and 
II Np ~ (RHS of ~~)d 
pfl, Xlii ram. 
and by Lemma 4.5, X = X 0 NKdK' X a global character exponent l, and 
Xv = Xv on N(Kl )wlKvKl~ ' thus on K X by the uniqueness of X, and also, 
II Np;£ (RHS of ~~)d 
pfl, xl pram. 
and by Lemma 1.6 (1)-(3), we have 








. II N(XvtKd2 (1-1) 
vES 
Applying Lemma 1.4, we are done. o 
Check the proof above. If additionally, we assume that Xv, v E S are 
unramified, thus so are Xw for all w E S because of Lemma 1.6. Thus E\1w = 0 
for all w E §, thus (~~) is replaced by 
(~~') 
and thus (**) is replaced by 
(**') 
Especially, for K = Q, N = 1, d = l - 1 as we select the integral basis 
0* = {1, (I, ... ,({-2}, and B(O) = (l _1)(1-1), we will get the following 
intermediate statement: 
Proposition 4.6. For Problem 1: Let K = Q, m = l an odd prime, and S, 
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a finite set of finite primes in Q such that for each v E SJ Xv is unramified. 
Then there exists a global character X of exponent l such that 
xlv = Xv (v E S) (A) 
II Np;;:; 
ptl, xlp ram. 
(
l2)Z-1 2' . N~-1)2 . (l- 1)1-1 (B) 
o 
Proof of Theorem 4 - D. 
For any given Xv, v E S, not necessarily assuming that Xv is unramified 
for each Xv, By Prop 1.7, for each Pv, the corresponding rational prime to v, 
there exists a global character Yv such that Yv is of exponent l, and YvlPv and 
Xv agree on UQv, and Yv is unramified at any other finite primes outside v. 
Let X~ = TIuEs(YU -llv) . Xv, then X~ is unramified for each v E S, and X~ 
is of exponent l. 
Thus by Prop 4.6 there exists a global character X* of exponent l such that 
x*lv = X~ \Iv E S 
and 
(
l2) l-1 II p ~ 2' Nf-l)2 (l - l)l-1 
ptl, xlp ram. 
Let X = X* . TIVES Yv , then xlv = Xv(v E S), and X is of exponent l. 
And by the construction of YV ' 
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IT P 
ptl , xlp ram. 
IT p. IT p 
ptl, x'ip ram. ptl,vpES 
(
l2)1-1 
~ 2" N~I-1)2 (l - 1)1-1. IT N(Xv) 
vtl,vES 
Where vp denotes the corresponding place to the prime p. 
Applying Lemma 1.4, we are done. o 
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Chapter 5 General Case 
In this chapter, we solve the general case using a different method. Since each 
character can be expressed uniquely as a product of characters of prime power 
order, we may easily reduce to the case when m = IT is a prime power. We 
will prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 5-A. Let K be a number field, m = zr a prime power, 8 a finite 
set of primes of K, XV a local character on K~ of exponent m for each v in 8. 
Assume that K((zr)/K is cyclic. There is a global character X on CK of 
exponent m with its local component being Xv at each v E 8, such that 
N(X) ::; Bz(K((zr), §yw +1 Czr (K, 8') IT N(Xv) 
vES 
where 8' is a finite set of finite primes containing all the finite primes in 8 
and satisfying l t #C.eK,s/usoo ' with 
Here IZ (G) denotes the minimal cardinality of the generating set of the 
Sylow-l subgroup of G. 
Definition 5-i, For each number field K, let s be the largest integer such 
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that 7]25 E K. Define 8 0 as the following. 
So = {p divides 2, -1, ±(2 + 7]25) are not squares in K;. } 
Also, if r > s, define 
and a(j denotes the idele class in CK with components ao at the primes in So 
and 1 at other primes. 
The next theorem deals with the case when K (2r ) / K is not cyclic. 
Theorem 5-B. Preserve all the hypotheses of Theorem 5- A with l = 2 except 
to replace the condition about K (Ir ) / K by the following: 
(88) K(2r)/ K is not cyclic, 80 C 8 and 
II Xv(ao) = 1 
vESo 
Then there is a global character X on CK of exponent m with its local 
component being Xv at each v E S, such that 
N(X) :::; Bz(K(zr), §lfw+1Czr (K, 8') II N(Xv) 
vES 
where 8 ' and rw are the same in Theorem 5- A. 
Furthermore, if (88) is replaced by 
(88') K (2r ) / K is not cyclic, Po E So - 8 =/: (/), 
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then there is a global character X on CK of exponent m such that 
N(X) :S Bz(K((ZT), s'fw +1 NPOA II N(Xv) 
vES 
where ). is the smallest integer such that 
Note that if both (SS) and (SS') fail, then we are in the special case of 
Wang ([Wa50], [A-T68]) , and such X of exponent m might not exist. In such 
case, there will be a character X of order 2m with desired local components, 
and the bound above will still apply with m = 2T replaced by 2T+1. 
Definition 5- ii. The conductor fv of an open subset V of IrK or CK is the 
smallest cycle c such that V contains Vc which is the standard open subgroup 
in IrK or CK corresponding to c. Also, when Po is open in P where P is a 
subgroup of IrK or CK, the conductor f of Po in P is the smallest cycle c such 
that Po contains P n Vc. 
In fact, we prove the following theorems which are stronger. For details, 
see Section 5.4. 
Theorem 5-C. Let K be a number field, m = IT a prime power, S a finite 
set of primes of K, P = IlvEs K;;, P the image of the natural embedding of 
P into IrK, and Po a subgroup of P such that P / Po is of exponent m. 
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Assume that K ((zr ) / K is cyclic. There is a cycle c such that 
and 
where S' and rw are the same in Theorem 5- A, and f is the smallest cycle f 
such that P n Vf CPo· 
Theorem 5-D. Preserve all the hypotheses of Theorem 5- C with I 2 
except that the condition about K((zr)/ K is replaced by the following. 
(88) K((2r)/ K is not cyclic, So C Sand a(j E Po, 
Then there is a cycle c such that 
and 
- , rw+1 , 
Nc ~ Bz(K((Zr),S) Czr(K,S)Nf 
where S' and rw are the same in Theorem 5- A, and f is the smallest cycle f 
such that P n Vf CPo· 
Furthermore, if (88) is replaced by 
(88') K ((2r ) / K is not cyclic, Po E So - S =1= (/), 
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then there is a cycle c such that 
and 
( ( ) 
-, Tw +1 .A 
N c :::; Bl K (lr ,S) Npo Nf 
where A is the smallest integer such that 
5.1 Formulation of Case (iii) & Problem V 
Now we will find a weak bound for Problem I and Problem II in the general 
case. We do not assume that the ground field K contains (m, m = IT. 
Here we still denote K as a number field, S a finite set of places (or primes) 
in K, and Xv, v E S given local characters of K:; of exponent m. 
Let P = TIpEs Kpx, P injects into CK in such a way that 




and the following holds: 
(c, K) = II (ap, Kp) 
pES 
Let Po ~ P be a subgroup with quotient of exponent m, i.e., P / Po is of 
exponent m. Let P and Po be the images of P and Po in C K via the natural 
embedding P <........t CK. In general, P <........t CK is not a topological embedding 
unless #8 = 1. However, by Proposition 1.12, there is a one-to-one corre-
spondence between the set of open subgroups of finite index of P and the set 
of open subgroups of P. 
By Lemma 1.14 and Proposition 1.16, we can get the following reformu-
lation of the Grunwald- Wang Theorem: ([A-T68]) 
Theorem 5.1. Let P be the image of P = TIpEs Kpx via the the natural map: 
II K; <........t liK ~ C = CK 
pES 
where 8 is a finite set of primes in K. 
Let Po be the image of Po via the natural map above where Po is a subgroup 
of P with the factor group P / Po being cyclic of order m. 
Let n = m, or 2m if the special case occurs as in Theorem 0.3. Then we 
have the following: 
(a) There exists an open subgroup 11 containing pocn, and P n 11 = Po. 
(b) There exists an open subgroup V separates Pcn / pocn . 
(c) There exists an open subgroup V such that P n CnV ~ Po. 
From Proposition 1.13, n = m, or 2m if the special case occurs. And 
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pnCn ~ Po. 
In fact, when the special case occurs, P n Cm C Po U aoPo where ao 
(1 + (28)m as in Theorem 0.2 and Theorem 0.3. 
Note that (a) is exact Proposition 1.16, and in fact the main part of the 
Grunwald's Theorem, which was also proved [A-T68]. 
In Chapter 4, we get a weak least bound of N (X) in terms of K, Sand m 
where K is a number field and (m E K, and S is a finite set of finite primes. 
Also, we get a least bound of N(X) in terms of K, Sand m where m = 1 is an 
odd rational prime, and K be an arbitrary number field, and S a finite set of 
finite primes. 
However, the strategy used in Chapter 4 fails for the general case here. So 
we will develop another way. 
In fact, given K, S, Xv, v E S as in Theorem 0.2, with Po determined as 
the kernel of II Xv on P and Po the image of Po via the natural map described 
on Page 30, if we find an open subgroup V of C = CK satisfying (c), we may 
let V = pocnv then V satisfies (a). 
Denote BP5 as the least bound for the Problem V or Problem V' given 
below. We have 
BP2 :s; BPI :s; BP5 
Problem V: Let P = IIVES K:; where S is a finite set of places of a number 
field K, Po a subgroup of P with the factor group P / Po being of exponent 
m > 1, and P, Po the respective images of P, Po via the natural injective 
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homomorphism 
7/J : P = II K: ~ JIK --+ OK. 
vES 
Find a standard open subgroup V = OKf of 0 = OK for some cycle f, such 
that 
and Nf :::::; BP5, where n = m, or 2m if the special case occurs (see Theorem 
0.3). 
Equivalently, we may work on the following Problem V'. 
Problem V': Let P = TIvEs K:; where S is a finite set of places of a number 
field K, Po a subgroup of P with the factor group P / Po being of exponent 
m> 1, and P, Po the respective images of P, Po via the natural injective 
homomorphism 
W : P = II K~ --+ JIK . 
vES 
Find a standard open subgroup V = Vf ojJIK jor some cycle f, such that 
and Nf :::::; BP5, where n = m, or 2m if the special case occurs (see Theorem 
0.3) . 
Recall that, we say the special case occurs, if K((zr)/ K is not cyclic (hence 
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I = 2 and r 2: 3), So ~ S and aD E Po. See the beginning of this chapter for 
the definition of So and aD' 
5.2 Essential Closure 
This part IS to introduce the concept of "essential closure" which will be 
needed. 
A lattice in K X of rank h is a free abelian subgroup of K X of rank h. 
Let R be an integral domain and M an R- module. A submodule N is 
said to be R -essential or R -divisibly closed in M if for any a i= 0 E Rand 
n E M, we have an EN=} n E N. Given any nonzero ).. in R, N is said to 
be ).. - essential or ).. -divisibly closed if )..n EN=} n EN. 
For each nonzero ).. in R, call the set 
{n E M,)..sn E N for some s} 
the ).. - essential closure or ).. -divisible closure of N in M. Of course a )..-
essential R-submodule of M is the )..- essential closure of itself; and any )..-
essential closure of a submodule of M is )..- essential. 
Call the set 
{ n E M, rn E N for some non- zero r in R } 
the R-essential closure or R-divisible closure of N in M. Of course any R-
essential submodule is also )..-essential for any).. i= 0 in R. 
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Also, when one says essential one means Z-essential. 
Example. The set K S of S- units in K is Z-essential in KX for any finite set 
S of primes of K. 
Now we recall some standard facts, and give proofs for completeness. 
Proposition 5.2 (Basis of a sublattice in zn). Let V ~ zn be a sublat-
tice of rank r, and let 
TXT - 0 C W - '71 on-1 C vvo - 7: 1 - /U X 7: .. . 
be a filtration of zn, i. e., 
C TXT. _ '71i on-i C 
7: vv ~ - /U X 7: ... 
c vv: = zn-l X 01 C TXT - zn 7: n-1 7: VVn -
\.J' > '} YJ = 't 
Let Vi = Wi n V, Va = 0 and Vn = V, and O::i some element in Vi generating 
Thus the nonzero elements of 0::1, ... ,O::n form a Z-basis for V. 
Proof First V is generated by 0::1, ... ,O::n. This is true as we can inductively 
prove that (O::i) + Vi-I = Vi. In fact, for any a E Vi , say a = CiO::i + b where 
Ci E Z and bE W i - 1 thus b E Wi-I n Vi = Vi-b thus (O::i) + Vi-I ~ Vi, 
Furthermore, we prove that only r elements in 0::1, . . . ,O::n are not zero, so 
that we conclude V is free on r nonzero elements in 0::1, . .. ,O::n. In fact , if 
Vi -I Vi-I then Vi/Vi-l ~ Vi + Wi-t!Wi-1Z. Thus rk Vi = rk Vi-I + 1. As 
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rk V = r, r of factors Vi/Vi-l are not zero, hence only r elements in aI, ... ,an 
are not zero. o 
Recall that Jf denotes the S- ideal group of K, i.e., the ideal group of K 
generated by (finite primes) p in S; Pf< denotes the principal S-ideal group, 
i.e., Pf< = PKnJf. Also, let rl(K) and r2(K) denote the numbers of real and 
complex embeddings (up to conjugacy) of K respectively. 
Lemma 5.3. Let S be a finite set of finite primes. Then K S is isomorphic to 
f-L(K) . Mo, where Mo ~ K X is free, with a basis of 
where {El ' ... ,Er1 +r2 - l} is a basis of units in K X. 
Moreover, the images of 7ri in Jf form a basis for Pf<. 
Proof Let f3l, ... ,f3M=jSj be a basis for Pf< in Jf. From Proposition 5.2, 
such basis exists, as Pf< is a sublattice in Jf ~ zn of rank M = lSI· 
Let 7ri be an element of K S which generates f3i for each i. 
Thus we have 
Then by the Dirichlet's Unit Theorem (see [Lang70], [Ne86], [Ne91], [Ra-Va97]' 
... ), 
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Combining the two formulas above, we get the assertion. Done. 0 
5.3 Effective Method (I) 
Again, let l be a rational prime. The following is basic to our method. 
Proposition 5.4. Assume that (IT E K. Let W ~ K S is a 'I.,-essential sub-
group containing J-l(K), the group of the roots of unity in K, rk W = rw, and 
S a finite set of finite primes 
Then there exists an open subgroup V = "\1';11 n ... n Vqw' W ~ rw + 1 of lIK 
separating lI~W/lI~, where qi are chosen via the following process: 
Step 1 : Set Ao = Wand i = 1. 
Step 2: For each i , choose prime qi tf. SUSI of K not splitting in K(..;Ja)/ K 
for some a E A i - 1 ~ W, a tf. WI. 
Step 3: Set 
Step 4: If Ai =I- WI, then increase i by 1 and go to Step 2. Otherwise set 
W=1,. 
Corollary 5.5. In Proposition 5.4, we can find such open Vi = Vql n ... n Vqw' 
with 
Nf ~ BI(K, Srw +1 
where BI(K, S), defined in Chapter 2, denotes the upper bound of the least 
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norm of the prime in K outside 5 and 51, which does not split completely in 
Proof of Proposition 5·4· Assume that ql, .. . , qw is chosen as in this propo-
sition, with Ao = W, Aw = WI. Later on we will prove that w ~ rw + 1. 
First, we prove that V = Vcu n ... n Vqw separates IIIW/lil. 
Assume that Zl . a E IIIW n V, where a E Ao = Wand Z = Zp E II = IIK . 
Thus Z~i . a E Vqi. 
If a E A i - I ~ Wl, then 
Thus the Kummer extension K(..;;a)/ K splits at qi, hence a E Ai. Note 
that Ai ~ Ai-I, and Aw = WI. Thus, a E WI and Zl . a E IIl. 
Furthermore, w ~ rkZ/lZ(W/WI). In fact, W f"V f.1(K) . W' for some free 
W' of rank rw. Therefore, W/Wl ~ f.1(K)/ f.1(K)1 . W' /W,l and (I E K. Thus 
w ~ rkZ/lz(W/WI ) = 1 + rw. 
In fact, from the discussion above, we see that Ao = W :J Al :J ... is a 
strictly descending series of subgroups of W containing WI, and thus such a 
series is finite. 
Next, prove that V separates IIzrW/II1r • 
We will prove inductively the following: 
For any 0 :S: i ~ r 
(1) V separates 1[liW/1[li; 
(2) 1[liV separates W/Wli. 
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Clearly the assertion holds for i = O. 
Assume by induction that the assertions above hold for i - 1, we will prove 
(1) and (2) for i. 
If x E W n1[ziV C W 1i-1 = At;-1, we want to prove x E A~i-1 for each ssw. 
By induction, we may assume that x E Ar1 for every j < s. We need to 
prove that x E A~i-1 . 
Say x = y1i-1 E 1[liV. 
S· V; n K X K x1i 1 K x1i . J.li h li-1 K xli mce qs qs C qs as + qs C qs smce qsl ,we ave y E qs 
hence Y(~!1 E Kq~Z for some mo. 
Note that i ~ r, (IT E K, (li-1 E Kq~l, Y E Kq~l, and K(..yy)/K splits at qs. 
Thus YEAs and x E A sli-1. 
Since this holds for all sSw, we have x E Aw1i-
1 
= W 1i , and 
Thus (1) and (2) hold for each i S r, in particular hold for r. Done. 0 
In fact, from the process above, we can choose each qi with the norm not 
exceeding Bz(K, S), So Corollary 5.5 follows. 
Proposition 5.6. Let K be a number field such that K((IT)/K cyclic, W ~ 
K S a 'i. - essential subgroup of rank rw containing f.L(K) , the group of the roots 
of unity in K, and S a finite set of finite primes. 
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Let q be an inert prime of K in K((ZT) outside Sand Sz. 
Let V1 = Vq~ n ... n Vqi., be a standard open subgroup OfTIK((IT) that separates 
TI~((v)' W /TI~((IT)' while q~, .. . ,q~ are selected as in Proposition 5.4 for Kl = 
K((ZT), S = {p a prime in KlJ pip E S} and W is the Z - essential closure of 
W in TIKI' 
Then V = (Vi n IrK) n Vq separates Irk . W/Irk, and Nfv ~ N q . NfvI' 
Remark. rw = rk W = rk W as W /W is torsion. 
Also recall that Sz denotes the set of primes of K dividing l. 
Recall that for each open subgroup V in TIK , fv is the smallest cycle such 
that V ~ Vf. 
Corollary 5.7. In Proposition 5.6, such V can be found as 
where Kl and S is as in Proposition 5.6 and Bz(Kl' S) is as in Corollary 5.5; 
CZT (K, S), defined in Chapter 2, denotes the least norm of prime of K which 
is inert in the cyclic extension K ( (ZT ) / K outside Sand Sz. 
We will prove Proposition 5.6 in the next section (see Proposition 5.12, 
Page 124). Similarly one can easily prove Corollary 5.7 from Proposition 5.6. 
We conclude this part by a proposition. For the rest of this chapter, unless 
specified, S might contain infinite primes. 
Proposition 5.8. Let m = lr. Let S be a finite set of primes, S' a finite 
set of finite primes containing Sf such that 1 t #CRK,s'. Then there exists a 
Z-essential subgroup W of KS' such that 
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(1) W· K xm ~ P*(m, S), m = IT a prime power, where 
P*(m, S) := { x E K X , m I v(x) \Iv finite primes tJ- S} 
(2)W~KS. 
(3) 
rk W ~ rk K S + "II (CRK,s) 
= rl(K) + r2(K) - 1 + ISfl + "II (CRK,s) 
where 
Sf := the set consisting of all the finite primes in S. 
'Y1(G) := the minimal number of generating elements Sylow l-subgroup ofG. 
Especially, ifl t #CRK,s, then W = KS. 
Remark. If G is abelian then denote 'Y1(G) be the minimal number of gener-
ating elements of Sylow l subgroup of G. 
For example, ifl = 3, G = 7l/371 x 7l/971, then "13 (G) = 2. IfG is cyclic, then 
for any prime number l, "II (G) = 1; If #G is prime to l, then also "II (G) = 1. 
Proof of the proposition. 
Recall that JK is the group generated by the ideals of OK and PK the sub-
group of JK generated by all principal ideals of OK. Also, Jf,; is the subgroup 
of JK generated by the primes in S and PI< is Jf,; n PK· 
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Let Pi be the inverse image of the Sylow Z-subgroup T of c.eK , i.e., 
P~ = { a E JK I alA E PK for some A::::: 0 } 
We can find a minimal subset of Pi consisting of 
generating PiJfd PK J1, i.e., 
Note that 
since 
is the Sylow Z-subgroup of CRK/CRt = CRK,S where CRk = Jl/pf, 
Furthermore, we can choose representatives is in Jt; n Pi. The reason is 
the following: Since Z f #CRK,s', we have 




and E = J'nPK a subgroup of J'. Then E admits a basis by Proposition 5.2. 
Moreover, since J' / E ~ J' PK / PK :::; C £ K, then E and J' have the same 
Hence we may find a basis of E formed by (el), (e2) ... (eN+ls,l) with es in 
s' Let WI be the subgroup of K generated by UK and eb e2 .. . eN+ls,l, and 
W the Z- essential closure of Wl . It is easy to see that WI consists of those 
elements in K X generating principal fractional ideals in E. 
Note that rk W = rk WI = N + IS!I + rl(K) + r2(K) -1. Hence (3) holds. 
Since E contains Jf< n PK = Pf, by the construction of WI, Wl and hence 
W contain K S . Then (2) follows. 
(1) holds from the following claim: 
Now we will prove this claim. 
For any a E P*(m, S) , m I vp(a) for each finite prime p ¢. S, and vp(a) = 0 
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for all but a finite number p. 
Define an ideal A by: 
II 
'Up (a) 
A:= p m 
p~S 
Thus by the definition of P.k, Ah E P.k for some integer h not divisible by I. 




for some Ws E Z , Al E Jf,; and b E KX. 
Thus 
and hence 
(ah)(b)-m = (Ah(b)-l)m II phvp(a) E JfJ' = J' . 
JJES 
Thus 
So by the construction of WI, we have 
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Hence ah E WIK xm. 
Since h is not divisible by land h is relative prime to m, we have 
Hence the claim and assertion (1) follow. 
Done. o 
5.4 Main Results and Proofs 
In this section, we will prove the four main theorems in this chapter. After 
treating the case when K((ZT)/ K is cyclic (see Theorem 5.10 and Corollary 
5.11 , which are in fact Theorem 5- C and 5- A), we will focus on the case when 
K((ZT)/ K is not cyclic. We will state and prove Proposition 5.12 (see Page 
124) which is an analog of Proposition 5.6 in this particular case. Finally we 
will finish proving Theorem 5-D and Theorem 5- B to conclude this section 
(see Theorem 5.15 and Corollary 5.16). 
Before we start, recall that (see Section 1.3) 
P*(m, S) = J*(m, S) n K X 
:= { a E K X , vp(a) is divisible by m for all p tJ. S} 
P(m, S) = J(m, S) n K X 
:= { a E K X , a E Kpxm for all p tJ. S} 
Let us begin sketching the main idea of our method. 
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Let K be a number field, S a finite set of (finite or infinite) primes, P = 
DVES K;, P the image of P via the natural embedding into IrK, Po a subgroup 
of P with P / Po is of exponent m = IT which is a prime power. 
Assumption 0: 
Note that this assumption holds when K((lr)/ K is cyclic, in particular 
when l is odd. 
Thus under the assumption above, we reduce the effectivity problem of the 
Grunwald-Wang Theorem to the one of finding an open subgroup V of IrK 
such that 
(see Section 5.1). 
Let x = (xp) E P n KXIrmv, xp = 1 for jJ tJ. S. Write x = a· zm . R, where 
a E KX, Z E Ir and R = (Rp) E V. 
Thus 1 = a· Z;:· Rp for p tJ. S, and hence a E P*(m, S). 
So we want to choose V appropriately to force x to be in Po. 
Let S' be another finite set of finite primes containing Sf such that #CfK,s'usoo 
is not divisible by l. By Proposition 5.8, a = al . em for some e E K X and 
al E W ~ KS'usoo for some given W satisfying (1), (2) and (3) in Proposition 
5.8. We still denote the rank of W as rw. 
Replacing a by al, and incorporating e into Z, we get 
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Consequently, 
x = aZm REP n WJIm V 
N ow we prove the following 
Lemma 5.9. Assume that K(C,m)IK is cyclic where m is a prime power. If 
Va separates WJIm I lim where the conductor of Vo does not involve any prime in 
S, then V* = Va n Vf separates PIPo, where f is the conductor of Pa in P. 
Proof. 
For any x E P n WlIm V*, write 
x = a· zm. R, a E W, Z E lI, R E V* 
Without loss of generality, assume that 
PES 
It is clear that x E Va since the conductor of Va does not involve the primes 
in S, and the component of x at each p ¢: S is 1. 
Thus since Va => V* separates lim W IlIm , 
xR-1 = aZm Evan WJIm c lim 
Taking the local components on both sides at any p ¢: S, and being aware 
that xp = 1 outside S. We have Rp E Kpxm outside S. 
Also, it is clear that a E lim as a zm E lim, and thus a E Kpx m for any p. 
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So a E P(m,0). Since K((zr)/ K is cyclic, a E K xm by Proposition 1.9 (see 
Section 1.3). 
Set 
and w' = Rw-1 . 
Note that 
and 
w E V* n P c Vi n P c Po 
Hence we have x E Po. 
o 
When K((zr)/ K is cyclic, Assumption 0 holds, and thus we may choose Vo 
as in Proposition 5.6 separating wnm /nm , so that 
- rw+1 , 
Nfv* ~ Bz(K((zr), S') Czr(K, S )Nf 
Furthermore, wnm V /nm = K X nm V /nm separates P / Po by the lemma above. 
We get the following 
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Theorem 5.10 (The First Main Result). If K((lr)/ K is cyclic, then 
( 
- rw+l I 
BP5 ~ Bl K((lr), S') Clr(K, S )Nf 
where 5' is the set of primes of K ((lr) over primes in S', which is a given 
subset of primes of K containing all the finite primes in S and satisfying 
and f is the conductor of Po in P. 
This is Theorem 5-C. 
Corollary 5.11. Assume that K((lr)/ K is cyclic. Then 
BP1, BP2 ~ BI(K((lr), 51 fw+1 Clr (K, S') II N(X,,) 
"ES 
The above theorem and corollary complete the proof of Theorem 5- A. 
Next, consider the case when m = 2r, r 2: 3 and K ((2r ) / K is not cyclic. 
We need a stronger statement than Proposition 5.6 and Corollary 5.7. 
Recall that, s is the largest integer such that T/28 = 2 Re((28) is in K, 
So = { P I 2, -1, ±(2 + T/28) are not squares in K"x } 
and 
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Proposition 5.12. Let l = 2, m = 2T. Assume that K((2T)j K is NOT cyclic. 
(1) When So g S, Let W ~ K S' a subgroup in KX of rank rw, and let HI 
be the 7l-essential closure of W in K ((2T ). 
Let q be a prime of K in So, not in Sand 
separating IlJ;((2T) . HI jIlJ;((2T) , and Vi is selected, as in Proposition 5.4, for 
KI = K((2r), 
5' := {j) a prime in KI,j) dividing jJ E S'} 
where S' be a given larger set of primes of K such that #CRK,s'usoo is odd. 
Then V = (V n IlK) n VqA separates Il2T . W jIl2T and Nfv ~ Nfvl N qA, where 
A is defined such that 1 + qA ~ U'fq' 
(2) When So ~ S, let Vi be chosen above, and let q be a prime with divisor 
q I in K (J=I) such that q I is inert in K ((2T ) . 
Then V = (VI n IlK) n Vq separates Il2T . WjIl2T U aoIl2T. 
Propositions 5.6 and 5.12 playa crucial role for our method, and we will 
prove them together. 
Proof of Prop 5.6 and Prop 5.12. 
Keep the same notation as in Proposition 5.6 and Proposition 5.12. 
We need to prove that V = (Vi nIlK ) n Vq, separates IlkWjIlk or lIkWjlIk U 
Ilkao. Equivalently, it suffices that lIkV separates WjWZT or WjWtT U aoWZT 
since W is 7l-essential. See Section 5.1. 
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Note that W c K S' , and 8' is the set of primes of KI = K((ZT) above the 
primes in 8'. Here recall that 8' is some given set of primes of K containing 
8f such that l t #C£K,S'USoo ' 
Let W be the Z-essential closure of Win K/". Assume a E W n lI~V. 
Then a E 1I~ Vi c lIK/ VI ' Thus by Proposition 5.4. 
Write a = bZT for some b E K((ZT), 
bo = b, bl , b2, ... ,bZT-I are alllT-t h roots of a in W, and bi = b(IT for all i. 
Case (0): K((ZT) = K. Here the assertion follows from Proposition 5.4. 
Case (I): K ( (ZT ) / K is cyclic of degree > 1 and some prime q of K is inert 
in K((ZT). 
ZT ZT ZT ()ZT Since a E lIK V C lIK Vq , we have a E K: as 1 + q = 1 + q in K qX as 
q t l. Thus one of bi lies in Kqx. 
However , for any i , K(bi)/ K c K((ZT)/ K and q is inert in K((ZT)/K, thus 
ZT 
Since for some i , bi is in KqX, this bi must be in K X. So a E K X . Hence 
a E W ZT since W is Z- essential in K X. 
Case (II): K((2T)/ K is not cyclic and 8 0 ~ 8. Let q E 8 0 - 8 and A an 
integer such that 1 + q.A c Uk . 
q 
Since the 4-group sub extension K (,;=I, y'2 + 'r/2' ) / K of Kd K does not 
collapse when localized at q, the decomposition group Gq(Kd K) is the same 
as G(Kd K) (see Proposition 1.11 in Section 1.3). 
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Therefore, we have a E KqX2T for a E W2T n nkVq>.. 
Then a = bi
2T for some bi E Kqx. 
However, bi tj. K X =? bi tj. K qX as Gq = G. We conclude that some bi must 
Case (III): K((2T)/K is not cyclic, and So ~ S. 
We will prove: 
As we have already had (from Case (I)) 
while W* denotes the Z-essential closure of W in (K ( yCI) ) x . Thus the 
remaining is a result of the following lemma (also see Proposition 1.11), which 
in fact is proved in Chapter 1. o 
Lemma 5.13. Let K be a number field, and s the largest integer such that 
7]28 E K. Assume that K ((2t / K) is not cyclic. 




= (1 + (28 )2t and assume that a = b2t for 
a E KX and bE K(yCI) X • Then 
o 
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Now we work on Problem V' in the case when K((lT)/ K is not cyclic. 
Let us study the proof of Theorem 5.10. If we have found V separating 
wn2T /n2T , and P(m, S) = Kx m holds, then everything in the proof still works 
when K((2T)/ K is not cyclic. This happens in the case So ~ S, when we 
select V* = Va n Vf where f is the conductor of Po in P, and Va is selected as 
in Proposition 5.12. 
Note that in this case, the fact P(m, S) 
1.11. 
KX comes from Proposition 
Then it remains for us to consider the special case. Recall that in the special 
case, So ~ S. Also, we need the condition a(; EPa. 
Recall that a(; has local components ao at the primes in So and 1 elsewhere. 
Also note that ao E Kpx m for jJ (j: So, hence ao . n2T = a(; . n2T . 
Lemma 5.14. Let m = 2r. Assume that K((m)/ K is not cyclic, So C S 
and a(; E Po. If Va separates WlIm /nm U aolIm, where the conductor of VA does 
not involve any prime in S, then V* = Va n Vf separates P/ Po, where f is the 
conductor of Po in P. 
Proof. 
The proof of this lemma is almost the same as the proof of Lemma 5.9. 
Similarly, For any x = (xp) E P n WlImv*, write 
x = a· zm. R, a E W, Z E lI, R = (Rp) E V* 
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Without loss of generality, assume that 
It is clear that x E Vo by the same reason as in the proof of Lemma 5.9. 
Thus since Vo ::) V* separates IImw /IIm U aoIIm, 
Taking the local components on both sides at any p tf. 5, and being aware 
that xp = 1 outside 5 and aoIIm = a(jTIm. We have Rp E K{m outside 5. 
Also, it is clear that a E TIm U a(jIIm and thus a E Kpxm for any finite p tf. So. 
So a E P(m, So), hence a E KxmUaoK xm by Proposition 1.11 (see Section 
1.3) . 
Set 
and w' = Rw-1. 
Note that 
and 
w E V* n P C Vf n P c Po 
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We have x E Po. 
o 
From this lemma, we have P n KXIImV* = P n WIImV* ~ Po where V* = 
Vo n"\lf, Vo is found via Proposition 5.12 such that Vo does not involve primes 
in 8 and Va separating W . II2T / ao . II2T U II2T, and f is the conductor of Po in P. 
Furthermore, 
Then we get the following main theorem of the special case. Here we abuse 
the notation; we denote C2T (K, 8) as the least bound of the norm of the finite 
prime in K (if K ( (2T ) / K is cyclic) or K (v=I) (otherwise) which is not dividing 
any primes in 8 or 2, and is inert in K((2T). 
Theorem 5.15. If m = 2T , K((2T)/ K not cyclic, 8 0 ~ 8 and ao E Po, then 
If'po E 80 - 8 =J 0, then 
where ..\ is the smallest integer such that 1 + 'po>' C Uk . 
Po 
This is Theorem 5- D. 
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Corollary 5.16. If K((2r)/ K is not cyclic, So ~ S , and 
II Xv(ao) = 1, 
vESo 
then 
where rw = i2(CfK ,susocJ + #(S U Soo) - 1, and f is the product of the con-
ductors of Xv· 
If Po E So - S =1= 0, then 
-, rw+1 >. 
BP1, BP2 ~ B2(K((2r), S ) . Po . Nf, 
where A is the smallest integer such that 
The above theorem and corollary complete the proof of Theorem 5-B. 
5.5 Proofs of Theorem G and Corollary H 
In this part, we will plug in the results in Section 2.4 to prove Theorem G 
and Corollary H of page xvii. 
Theorem G can be directly deduced from Theorem 5-A and 5-B. In fact, 
C(K, S') is absorbed by B(Kl' §'fw+l. Also, note that if (SS') holds, then 
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). :::; e(po/2)(r + 1) (r> 2) since 
where e(po/2) is the ramification index of Po over 2 (see Proposition 1.2 and 
its proof). Thus, Npo>' is also absorbed by B(K1 , §lfw+1 . 
Corollary H is easy to get from Theorem G as Q has class number 1 and 
rw + 1 = IS U ScxJ It gives a good least bound of N such that p is not an l- th 
power and lr I ¢(N). 
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Chapter 6 Results assuming GRR 
From now on, we assume GRH (Grand Riemann Hypothesis) which asserts 
that for a number field L, the Dedekind zeta function (L has no nontrivial 
zeros beyond the critical line Re s = ~ for a number field L . Proving such an 
assertion is of course far beyond reach at the moment. 
We will prove Theorem I which answers the effectivity problem of the 
Grunwald- Wang Theorem in the general case assuming GRH. 
Also, a sharp result for the quadratic extension case assuming GRH will 
also be given. 
6.1 S-versions of the Chebotarev Density 
Theorem with GRH 
In this section, we will prove two distinct results which are the S-effective 
versions of the Chebotarev Density Theorem with GRH. They are analogies 
to the results in [L-077J, [L-M-079] and [KM94]. 
Throughout this section, for any number field L, dL denotes the discrim-
inant of L, and dL / K denotes the relative discriminant of L over a subfield 
K . 
Theorem 6-A. Let Lj K be a Galois extension of number fields of degree n, 
S a finite set of primes of K. If we assume the GRH, then there is aprime 
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ideal p of K such that (1) p is unramified in L, and p is of degree lover Q; 
(2) p tf. S; (3) P does not split in L; and (4) 
where Co is an absolute constant. 
This result is an S-analog to the main theorem in [KM94]. It is slightly 
stronger than the S-version (Theorem 2.6.) in the basic paper of8erre ([8e81]). 
Theorem 6-B. Let Lj K be a Galois extension of number fields of degree n, 
S a finite set of primes of K, and C a conjugacy class in Gal(Lj K). Assuming 
the GRH, then there is a prime ideal p of K such that (1) p is unramified in 
L, and p is of degree lover Q; (2) P tf. S; (3) 
(L~K) = C 
and (4) 
where Co is an absolute constant. 
This theorem is an S-analog of the main theorem in [L-077]. 
Now we prove Theorem 6- A and 6-B. Keep the notations as in Chapter 
2. Assuming GRH, we need only to use the first kernel function kl (s). 
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Lemma 6.1. Assuming GRH, we have 
kl(P) - 2:: !kl(p)! = (log ~r + O(x-l ) logdL 
p 
where the sum runs over all the nontrivial zeros P of (L (s). 
The proof is standard (see [KM94]' [L-M-079]). We give an argument for 
completeness. 
Proof Consider the sum over nontrivial P = (3 + i--y. Assume that y » x, 
we have 
Done. o 
Now we begin proving Theorem 6- B by applying the standard model in 
Section 2.2. From Lemma 2.8 and Lemma 6.1, we get 
nIl :2: kl(l) - 2:: !kl(p)!- C6 {nLkl(O) + kl(-~) logdL} 
p 
:2: (lOg~r +O(x-l)logdL-c~x-21ogdL 
= (log ~r + O(x- l ) logdL 
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Furthermore, 11 - 11 is bounded by the following: 
Here n = [L : K]. 
= 0 (n~2 (log;) 10gdL) 
+ 0 (:2 (lOg;) log N s ) 
( 
(log ~) (log y) ) 
+0 nK 1 x ogx 
If Np > y2 for P E g(C, S), i.e. , for p satisfying (1)-(3) in Theorem 6-
B, then 11 = o. Then set x = a (logdL + J(n log Ns)) and y = (3x for 
sufficiently large (3 and a > (log (3) 2. 
Recall that n = [L : K] and nL = [L : Q], we have, 
nlhl = 0 ( 1 2(log(3)10gdL) 
a 2 (log dL ) 
+ 0 (n a2(n l~g Ns) (log (3) log Ns) 
+ 0 (nL (log (3) (log (3 + log x)) 
xlogx 
is bounded as nL < < log dL. As (3 goes to infinity, we get (log (3)2 +0(1) = 0(1) 
which also goes to infinity, contradiction. 
So Theorem 6- B holds. 
Next we will prove Theorem 6-A. We need to use a different model which 
is the same as in [KM94] . 
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Let 
1 12+iOO (' JK = -2 . _(K (S)kl(S; x, y)ds 
1f~ 2-ioo K 
On one hand, by using Lemma 2.8, 
where the sum runs over the zeros of (K (s ). 





JK = L log(Np)kl(Np; x, y), 
p~S 
I 
where 2:p~s runs over the primes unramified in L of degree 1 and outside S. 
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Thus 
Set x = a(~ logdL + VlogNs)2, y = (3x and assume that a 2:: (log(3)2+~. 
Then it is easy to check that 
If Np > y2 for all p satisfying (1) and (2) in Theorem 6-A, then 
Thus 
-1 1 
as ~logdL« C;. 
If (3 is large enough, this inequality will fail. 
Thus, there is a p satisfying (1) and (2) with 
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Done. o 
6.2 Results with GRH 
First of all, we do some calculating. Throughout this part, § denotes the set 
of primes of K ( (ZT) over the primes in 8. 
Recall that If (z E K, 
the least bound for N q such that 
Bz(K, 8, a) := (i) q a prime of K not splitting in K(.ya); 
(ii) q f land q tf. 8. 
Bz(K,8) := max Bz(K, 8, a). 
aEKS ,ar{.(KS)1 
The next symbol has multiple meaning: 
If K ( (ZT ) / K is cyclic, then 
the least bound for N q such that 
CZT(K,S) := (i) q, a prime of K inert in K((pT); 
(ii) q f p and q tf. 8. 
If K((ZT)/ K is not cyclic , so that l = 2 and r :2: 3. 
! 
the least bound for N q' such that 
C2T(K, S) := (i) q', a prime of Kl = K( yCl) inert in K((2T); 
(ii) q' f 2 and q' tf. 8' while 8' = {p' I p E 8} . 
(1) Calculation of Bz(K((ZT), 5) (with GRH). 
Set Kl = K((ZT). For any a E K/ which is not an l-th power in K 1 . Let 
Ll = K ( .. I a). From Section 2.4 we know that 10 d < K : Kllo dK + 
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r nK(Kl : K]log l and, by Lemma 2.10 on Page 68, 
log dL1 + llog Nyo :::; [Kl : KJ {llog dK + (l - 1) log NTl + (r + l)l nK log l} 
where Tl = {p I l t vp(a)}, T2 = S - Tl , and To the set of primes of Kl 
dividing l which does not ramify in Ll = Kl(...ya). 
Thus assuming GRH, and applying Theorem 6-A one gets 
BI(Kl,S, a) = BI(Kl , T2 U To, a) 
« {[Kl : KJ logdK + logNY1 -logNyo + (1 + r) nK[K1 : KJIogl}2 
+ llog NY2 + llog Nyo 
Thus we have 
(6-2-1) 
(2) Calculation of C1r(K, S) (with GRH). 
From Section 2.4, in any case, we can apply Theorem 6- B for Kd K. So 
we have 
Clr(K, S) « {[Kl : KJ (logdK + rnKlogl)}2 + [Kl : KJIogNs (6-2-2) 
Plugging in the results above in Theorems 5-A and 5-B, one can easily 
get Theorem 1. (Note that we assume that if l = 2 and K((2r)/ K is not cyclic, 
then So c S.) 
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6.3 The Quadratic Extension Case with GRH 
First we recall Question Z (Section 3.1): 
Let S = {Pl,P2,'" ,PM} be a finite set of finite primes. 
Find a, such that PI, P2, . . . ,PM t a, and 4 divides a - 1 if Pi = 2 for some 
i, and 
Ei = 0 or 1 given. 
",2_ 1 
Define (~) = (-1) -2- be the quadratic residue symbol of a in Q2. 
Thus 
(~) = 
1 if a _ 1 (mod 8) 
-1 if a = 5 (mod 8) 
Also find the least bound of such lal. 
The answer to this question with GRH is the following: 
Assuming GRH, we can find such prime a such that 
lal ~ c't4(2Is1 + 21SI-1log2 NS)2 
« (2lsl log2 NS)2 
We can also find such a with -a is a prime, and 
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Proposition 6.2 (Assuming GRH). For m = 2, K = Q, all Xv for v E S 
finite, are unramified. Then 
Proposition 6.3 (with GRH). Let m = 2 and K = Q. Then 
BP1 , BP2« (2 1S1 10g2 N S)2 . II N(Xp) 
p 
This is Theorem J. 
Proof of Question Z and Prop 6.2., with GRH. 
Let 
Q(yIPi) if Pi = 1 (mod 4) or Pi = 2; 
Q( V-Pi) if Pi = 3 (mod 4). 
and Lo = Q( v=I) 
Put L = TI~o L i , so that Lemma 3.1 applies. 
Note that 
G(L/Q) = II G(Li/Q) 
i 
Thus, by [L-077J, there exists a prime number P corresponding to a given 
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element in G(L/Q) under the Artin reciprocity map such that 
P ~ C'14 (log2 dL )2 
~ C' 14 (2 1S1 + 21SI+1log2 N S) 2 
where from Lemma 1.18 (see Section 1.5), 
Furthermore, we will describe below the conditions (2) and (2'), and prove 
that if (2) holds then ( -! ) = (-lr, and that if (2') holds then ( :;; ) = (-lr. 
So that, by the discussion above, we can finish the proof of the answer to the 
Question Z with GRH. 
Condition (2): 
if Pi = 3 (mod 4); 
(~) = (_l)E if Pi = 1 (mod 4) or Pi = 2. 
( Lo~K) = ( ~1 ) = 1 
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Condition (2'): 
( Li~ K) = ( ±;i ) = (_1),+1 if Pi - 3 (mod 4); 
(-lr if Pi - 1 (mod 4) or Pi = 2. 
( LO~ K) = ( ~1 ) = -1 
In fact, (2) implies P = 1 (mod 4). 
Thus by Prop 1.20 on page 39, and the Gauss reciprocity formula, we have 
( ; ) = ( ~ ) = ( Li~ K) = (-1 r 
( ; ) = ( ~ ) = ( -;i ) 
= ( Li~K) = (_1) 0 
(;) = (~) = (Li~K) = (-lr 
if Pi - 1 (mod 4); 
if Pi = 3 (mod 4); 
if Pi = 2. 
Moreover, (2') implies P - 3 (mod 4). Thus by Prop 1.20, and the Gauss 
reciprocity formula, we have 
if Pi - 1 (mod 4); 
if Pi = 3 (mod 4); 
if Pi = 2. 
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Now Prop 6.2 is clear. The proof is the same as Prop 3.3 (see page 73). 0 
Proof of Prop 6.3. 
Without loss of generality, assume that 00 E S. Use the reduction process 
(2) as in Lemma 3.5. 
By Prop 6.2, we can find a quadratic character X such that xlp = Xp· XOI;l 
for all pES and 
Thus note that 
Thus 
Therefore, 
p if p =I- 2,00; 
1, 4 or 8 if p = 2 or 00. 
f(xo) divides 00· II f(xp) 
pES' 
N(Xl) ;£ N(X)N(Xo) 
« (2 lSl log2 NS)2 . 8 II N(Xp) 
pES 
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